PATHWAY TO TRANSFORMATION

2019 Annual and Sustainability Report

MISSION-VISION
STATEMENT
We are the leading digital service provider of world-class solutions that
enable Filipinos everywhere – to enrich their lives, connect communities, and
contribute to nation-building.

CORE VALUES
Commitment to Excellence
We consistently deliver results
based on world class and excellent
standards.

Accountability
We take personal responsibility for our
actions and outcomes. We drive our
objectives to successful completion.

Customer-Centricity
We are driven by our customers’
lifestyle and business needs.

Innovation
We will be a leader and driver of
innovation.

Collaboration
We work effectively with all function
areas and job levels to positively
impact business performance.

Nation
We will contribute to nation-building.

Honor
We are true to our promise.

Stakeholder Value
We engage all our stakeholders to
enhance and extend our value as an
organization.

Agility
We are determined to be efficient,
effective, and responsive in an everchanging environment.
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ABOUT THIS
ANNUAL AND
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Note on Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained in this report may constitute “forward-looking
statements” within the meaning of applicable securities laws and regulations. These statements
(including plans, objectives, projections, and estimates) and illustrations include information that
does not relate solely to historical or current facts, and can be identified by the use of words such
as “may,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “assume,” “estimate,” “plan” or “continue,” and
similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “should,” “would” and “could.”
Such statements are based on current expectations of future events, estimates, and certain
assumptions of our management. These are therefore subject to certain risk factors and
uncertainties, some of which are beyond our control, and which could cause the actual results,
financial situation, or performance to differ materially from the estimates or developments that are
implied in these forward-looking statements. We do not assume any obligation to update these
forward-looking statements to reflect actual results, changes in assumptions, or changes in other
factors affecting such statements.

Reporting Standards
This report covers all financial information and environmental, social, and governance performance
of PT&T’s major businesses namely Broadband and IT Services.
The information contained in this report covers the period from January 1 to December 31, 2019.
The report is anchored on materiality and discloses performance data that have been validated
across the Company. Data have been presented over a three-year period for comparability where
possible. This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core option.

Financial Statements
Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs is the external auditor of PT&T’s financial statements, with Gadiosa R.
Martinez as the lead engagement partner. More information about the audit process is found on
pages 64 to 65, while the financial statements can be found by on pages 80 to 182 or by scanning
the QR code on page 78..

Feedback
PT&T welcomes inquiries and feedback on this report. Please e-mail investors@ptt.com.ph

Scan the QR code to
access this report for
online browsing.
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ESG
HIGHLIGHTS
ENVIRONMENTAL

13,500

fiber kilometers

60

kilograms papers saved

SOCIAL

1,760

subscribers
Retail:
89%
Wholesale: 11%

234

total employees
140

94

3,415

100%

training hours
1,469

1,946

of 10 employees trained
related to health and
safety of employees

53,760

safe man-hours*

*since new management take-over
in August 2017

GOVERNANCE
Board Committees
1. Executive
2. Nomination
3. Audit
4. Compensation and
Remuneration
5. Board Risk Oversight
6. Related Party
Transactions
7. Corporate Governance

Board Composition (executive and non-executive)
Non-executive; Chairman
1. Salvador B. Zamora II
2. James G. Velasquez
Executive; Director
3. Miguel Marco A. Bitanga Executive; Director
4. Salvador T. Zamora III
Non-executive; Director
5. Serafin C. Ledesma Jr.
Non-executive;
Independent Director
6. Roberto B. Ortiz
Non-executive
Independent Director
7. Bienvenido S. Santos
Non-executive;
Independent Director
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FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS
Revenues

Core EBITDA

Net Income

404,688

254,613

63,870
51,042

165,570

2017

27,100

2018

2019

2017

2018

30,257

2019

2017

2019

2018

(52,403)

*in thousand PHP

(100,356)

ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
*in thousand PHP

Dec 2019
Direct economic value generated
Revenues
Other income
Direct economic value distributed:
Operating costs
Employee wages and benefits
Payments to suppliers, other operating costs
Dividends given to stockholders and interest
payments to loan providers
Taxes given to government
Non-core income
Income Tax
Economic value retained

Dec 2018

Dec 2017

396,044
8,645

245,520
9,093

152,744
12,826

140,701
203,824
66,405
39,935

174,167
126,996
16,772
33,473

64,376
58,800
3,395
30,423

3,352
2,873
(52,403)

3,561
(100,356)

3,142
(53,880)
29,067
30,527
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GEOGRAPHIC
REACH

We have expanded our nationwide network coverage over the past two years
covering almost 40 percent of the total Philippine population in high growth
potential areas where access or distribution is still underdeveloped.
•
•
•
•

National Capital Region
CALABARZON (Cavite, Laguna, Batangas, Rizal, Quezon)
Bulacan
Pampanga

NORTH RING
Addressable Market
Subscribers/Clients
Fiber Kilometers
Backbone
Access
Last Mile

12,462,000
1,018
7,358
3,540
2,890
928

Making its presence felt by serving large
industries and communities in its coverage,
North Ring’s achievements have continued
to create meaningful change with over 1,000
subscribers/clients served. It is comprised
of thirteen cities with an estimated
addressable market of about 12.5 million.
Strengthening the core area, the North
Ring aggressively works toward numerous
business development opportunities in the
provision of network distribution.
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SOUTH RING
Addressable Market
Subscribers/Clients
Fiber Kilometers
Backbone
Access
Last Mile

4,035,000
415
1,770
1,062
339
369
Marked by several wins with new
partnerships across the coverage area
in support of the company’s geographic
expansion, the South Ring continues
to navigate the evolving technological
advancement as it explored opportunities in
key potential business and economic areas.
It is comprised of six cities with an estimated
addressable market of over 4 million. Its
expansion leverages on the track record set
by the North Ring.

13,500

39

14,000

36

fiber kilometers

nodes from 36 in 2017

poles from 12,000 in 2017

from 9,000 in 2017

(+15 ready for activation)

(+46,000 via Joint Pole Agreement)

16

47

distribution equipment

24

backhaul radios

manholes

towers

maintained

maintained and upgraded

maintained and upgraded

LAKE RING
Addressable Market
Subscribers/Clients
Fiber Kilometers
Backbone
Access
Last Mile

14,880,000
55
4,373
2,433
1,675
264

Comprised of six cities with an addressable market of almost
15 million, the Lake Ring is steadily becoming urbanized due
to its proximity to Metro Manila. Looking to gain a foothold
in adjacent provinces, the Lake Ring endeavors to close
more network distribution contracts, consolidating the area’s
fragmented connectivity market.
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HISTORY
1962

1980

PT&T was founded
A national carrier for
57 years delivering
some of the Philippines’
first services such as
Pocketbell (pager/beeper)
and Telegram

1980-1990

Became the dominant
message and data
carrier throughout the
Philippines

Expanded the range and
footprint of services to
include the country’s
first national packet
data, leased long lines,
and private and public
long distance network
interexchange

KEY
MILESTONES
Under previous management

Oct 2003
Debt
Restructuring
Agreements did
not materialize

Dec 2004
Voluntary
suspension of
trading

Aug 2009
Start of
Corporate
Rehabilitation
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Nov 2012
Extension of
Corporate
Term to
another 50
years (2062)

July 2016
Extension of
Franchise for
another 25
years (2041)

1990

TODAY

Publicly listed in PSE
Became a founding
member of the Telecoms
Infrastructure of the
Philippines (TELICPHIL)

The new PT&T’s built for
purpose infrastructure
means that clients are
provided highly efficient,
low latency and high
value data connectivity

Post-management Takeover

Aug 2017
• Takeover of
new owners
(Menlo
Capital)
• PT&T request
to lift trading
suspension

Jan - June 2018
• Invested P100 million
to rehabilitate existing
network
• Signed MOU with
TransCo for Nationwide
Fiber Backbone
• Completed a 2-year
Technical Feasibility
Study
• Profitability after 13
years

Oct - Dec 2018
• Increase in
Authorized Capital
Stock
• Accomplished
SEC-MSRD
Requirements and
paid penalties
• Participated in the
Third Telco Bidding
• Rehab Court
granted early exit
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Jun 2019
Accomplished
PSE
Reportorial
Requirements
and paid
penalties

Feb 2020
Received
SEC’s Order
of Certificate
of Good
Standing

Fueling Growth
Redefining Value

To our Shareholders,
There is no certainty in this world, other than
transformation.
In the 1970s to mid-1990s, PT&T was the
leader in the commercial paging industry
through Pocketbell. At that point, we were
ahead of the curve until technological
advancements occurred in speed and scale
that had completely changed many of our
business areas and left us unable to compete
and eventually led us to enter corporate
rehabilitation. The realization that challenges
and opportunities will emerge from multiple
directions and demand different solutions
prompted us to rethink, react, and reinvent.
In August 2017, Menlo Capital Corporation
acquired 560 million of our shares from
Republic Telecommunications Holdings,

equivalent to 37.33 percent ownership, and
subsequently took over management of the
company. By December 2018, we were granted
an early exit from corporate rehabilitation—five
years ahead of the approved plan. Today, we
have returned the company to a solid footing
after having paid part of our obligations to the
relevant regulators, completing our reportorial
requirements to the Philippine Stock Exchange.
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MESSAGE
FROM
THE
CHAIRMAN

“...challenges and
opportunities will
emerge from multiple
directions and
demand different
solutions...”
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2019
PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS

P405M
operating revenues

2019: A Year of Execution and Momentum
2019 was a milestone year for our company.
We saw operating revenues reach P405 million
for the first time in our recent history, up 59
percent year-on-year, along with increases in
EBITDA and its related margin. This included
fixed broadband revenues which climbed to
P354 million, with subscriber count growing
38 percent year-on-year and giving rise to
19 quarters of continuous recurring revenue
growth.

59%

year-on-year increase
in revenue

In June, we also introduced a new business
segment, Information Technology (IT) Services,
that generated P42 million of revenues in less
than a year, winning several contracts from 10
new unique clients. This is a key element in our
transformation to becoming a digital services

QUARTERLY REVENUE
145

in million PHP

63
42

3Q17

50

4Q17

1Q18

58

2Q18

62

3Q18

92

90

2Q19

3Q19

“..performing strongly
for ten straight
quarters since the
new management
took over in 2017.”

78

72

4Q18

1Q19

4Q19
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provider offering portfolio in Connectivity,
Security and Availability, and IT Solutions
segments. And last but not least, we continued
to partner with other local and international
telecom companies so we can serve clients
that are beyond our reach through third party
circuits. Overall, we had good progress.
Transforming Our World Post-COVID19
As I was drafting my letter to you, the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) continues
to unfold throughout the world. Events
arising from it were still changing by the
hour, prompting forecasts of how precisely
this pandemic will affect the new normal to
seem unproductive. However, I do know we
will endure and gain strength because in
the process, it has fast tracked technology
adoption in almost every way.
To pave the way for a better world, we need
infrastructure to make broadband internet
connections more widely available in the
country. That is why, we have moved from
aspirations to action. We started to build
a nationwide backbone for wholesale and
retail markets. And we launched the facilities
for large enterprises segment in Laguna

and Cavite, and for residential segment in
Mandaluyong and Cavite. In doing so, we
believe we are creating real impact and
addressing the challenges of our time.
On behalf of our Board of Directors, I would
like to extend my gratitude to our management
team, staff, business partners, and creditors
for their commitment and contribution to the
company, and to our loyal shareholders for
their continued support. I am confident that
the new PT&T will weather the challenges of
this decade and will continue to prosper, with
a strong financial base and deep purpose of
providing efficient services to the Filipinos.

SALVADOR B. ZAMORA II
Chairman
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Bridging Gaps
Improving
Lives
Dear Shareholders,
Decades of experience have earned PT&T
an established reputation for being at the
forefront of telecommunications technology.
Throughout the years, we have applied our
expertise to enable various services for the
Filipinos, including Telex, Telegraph, Vodex,
Leased Channels, Digital Data Services, Fax
Gram, and Public Switched Data Network. While
these services are no longer available today
and were replaced by a host of new technology
solutions, it cannot be denied that they were
considered the latest telecom services and
technology of their time.
Re-establishing in 2017 was the inflection
point where we decisively repositioned PT&T
to a clear pathway to the future. We have
transformed from being a telecommunications

company providing connectivity requirements
to becoming a digital services provider with
differentiated strategic competencies. The
result, we believe, is a stronger and more
focused organization, with the potential
to build a relevant, much larger, and more
sustainable enterprise over the years to come.
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REPORT
OF
THE
PRESIDENT

“Re-establishing
in 2017 was the
inflection point
where we decisively
repositioned PT&T
to a clear pathway
to the future.”
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2019
PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS
2019: A Year of Expansion and Acceleration
For many reasons, it is with great pride to see
how far we have come as a business over the
past few years. I am pleased to report that PT&T
continued to deliver solid growth momentum
in 2019 driven by our investments in network
and enhancements in operational capabilities.
Revenues were up 59 percent at P405 million
from P255 million in 2018, performing strongly
for ten straight quarters since the new
management took over in August 2017. Service
revenue supported operating expenses as
evidenced by the increase in our core EBITDA
from P27 million to P51 million, with a healthy
margin of 13 percent, up from 11 percent a
year ago.
At a more detailed level, setting up PT&T’s
growth trajectory at a more accelerated pace is
our fixed broadband business segment with 38
percent subscriber count growth year-on-year.
Its extended fiber reach resulted in providing
broadband connectivity across industries
in high growth potential areas in NCR and
CALABARZON – where access or distribution is
still underdeveloped. Within fixed broadband,
our enterprise business accounted for P284
million of revenues, up 18 percent primarily
due to higher average revenue per user and
increase in available bandwidth in the company’s
network which provided more capacity to new
clients. Meanwhile, our wholesale and carrier
business contributed P65 million in revenues
from P2 million in 2018.
With the addition of the newly established IT
Services business segment in June 2019, we
are confident that this will be able to attract
new clients to serve the needs of an untapped
market. Quite positively, the new business

PERCENTAGE
REVENUE
(per segment)

2%
1%

10%

16%
70%

Enterprise
Wholesale and Carrier
Residential
ITS
Other Income

P51M
Core EBITDA

P52M
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Net Loss

already generated P42 million revenues in
less than a year. This reflects our aggressive
client acquisition that resulted in closing
several contracts in business application,
IT infrastructure, and security. Its business
potential provides great opportunities for new
revenue streams.
Cleaning up the house brought in a healthier
balance sheet and stronger financial position.
All in all, we were able to reduce our net loss by
48 percent to P52 million due to the strength of
our fixed broadband subscriptions as well as a
new revenue stream from our IT services, offset
in part by higher depreciation from network
investments and non-core expenses related to
corporate rehabilitation.
1st Half 2020: Growth amidst the Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic reinforced our
view that digitalization is the new currency,
transcending any industry. It proved just how
critical internet access is and why it has become
a necessity. Our government, for example, has
encouraged the public and private sectors to

REVENUES (IN MILLION PHP)
2019

2018

Broadband
284

240

65

2

Residential

5

4

IT Services*

42

-

9

9

405

255

Enterprise
Wholesale and Carrier

Other Income
TOTAL
*started operations in June 2019

implement work from home arrangements
as well as educational institutions to facilitate
blended learning. This guidance coupled with
lockdown measures have heightened the
demand and surge in consumption for internet
services and wireless connectivity as Filipinos
stayed home and veered towards online
activities.
In response, we have remained operational to
provide existing and prospective customers
their much-needed connectivity and IT solutions
services. Consequently, we finished the first half
of the year with a revenue growth of 23 percent
year-on-year to P207 million on the back of a
22 percent increase in broadband connections.
Core EBITDA grew at an impressive 209 percent
to P37 million compared to the same period last
year. This further highlights PT&T’s continuous
upturn in performance for the past three years.
Under difficult conditions, Fixed Broadband
segment still increased foothold in its subscriber
growth translating to a 15 percent increase in
revenues versus last year. Our aggressive social
media presence through ads supported the
growth of our new IT Services business which
contributed P17 million, close to eight percent of
the company’s total revenue during the period.
In sum, these developments led to a reduction
in our net loss by 45 percent to P20 million
versus last year.
It is inevitable that we will have to adapt
our business and operations due to this
pandemic. But PT&T is here and ready to
bridge the technology gap to support the
digital transformation needs of Filipinos and
businesses with our combined connectivity and
IT services.
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Settling of Employee
Claims as part of PT&T
early exit from Corporate
Rehabilitation

Ongoing Commitment to All Our
Shareholders
Looking back in August 2017, PT&T became
the Telecom and IT Services arm of Menlo
Capital Corporation – our major shareholder
owning 37.33 percent of the company. In just
over a year in October 2018, we successfully
increased our capitalization from P3.8 billion
to P15.6 billion that provided us head room
to pursue our growth initiatives. By December
2018, five years ahead of schedule, PT&T was
allowed to exit from corporate rehabilitation.
Today, there is so much to look forward to.
We are now benefiting from the initiatives
we have launched in the past two years
and our product offerings are proving to
be relevant in this digital age. Our leaders
have also taken important actions in several
areas that leave us well placed for the future.
Specifically, the clean-up of our operations
where we recreated Financial and Structured
Reports from 2011 in compliance with PSE’s
reportorial requirements. Further, we settled
part of our monetary penalties and statutory
obligations which allowed us to operate as a
going concern. This enabled PT&T to address
all issues arising from previous compliance
deficiencies.
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As a result, PT&T is now on track for active
trading in the PSE after being in voluntary
suspension since 2004. I am hopeful that
the current health crisis improves and our
request for trading suspension will be lifted
within the year. These events demonstrate
the commitment of the new management to
recapitalize the company.
Our Pathway to Transformation
Our clear strategy has shaped our priorities
and contributed to our overall success. From
9,000 fiber kilometers three years ago, we now
have 14,000 poles equivalent to about 13,500
fiber kilometers with speeds reaching up to
1 Gigabit per second. Our data circuits also
grew from 812 to 1,760 in the same period.
These network assets cover 40 percent of
the total Philippine population in high growth
developing areas located in Metro Manila
and Region IV-A, including the provinces of
Cavite, Laguna, Batangas, and Rizal, where
access or distribution is still underdeveloped.
At the same time, our partnerships with major
telecommunications companies likewise
expanded our reach beyond our coverage
areas. And with additional 46,000 poles via our
Joint Pole Agreement, we plan to serve more
Filipinos with our 100-percent fiber internet for
greater participation in the digital economy.
Beyond this, the next chapter of our
transformation includes strategic partnerships.

prospective partners and investors and I am
pleased that we have received tremendous
interest in the projects that will boost our
capabilities throughout the country. These
projects are in various phases of development.
1. Organic Expansion and WiFi Projects
– we are in the process of completing
our plan to upgrade and fully utilize our
existing network in Metro Manila and
CALABARZON with a potential of additional
39,800 fiber kilometers. Our Wi-Fi Projects
will complement our subscriber base
expansion;
2. Nationwide Network Backbone – we
plan to have a nationwide backbone
through strategic partnerships, and build
for both wholesale and retail markets
with a potential of additional 51,800 fiber
kilometers;
3. IT Services – we intend to have additional
investments for Data Centers, Cloud
Infrastructure, and Managed Services; and
4. Mobile Initiative – we are still keen
to provide 5G mobile service in the
Philippines as the smartphone penetration
continuously grows and drives new
opportunities through mobile broadband
and enhanced 5G services. We are happy
to announce that very recently, we have
been given 5G frequency in the 28GHz
High Band spectrum which allows us to
undertake proof of concept (POC) on 5G
Fixed Wireless Access use cases.

Being in an industry where technological
disruption is a norm, we believe strategic
and technology partnerships will positively
impact our competitiveness, strengthen our
capital structure, and improve our financial
flexibility. To this end, we have met with several
17
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Commitment to Service during COVID-19:
Trusting the Power of Technology
Because there is such urgent need for
connectivity, we forged some partnerships to
get involved and help the country navigate this
national emergency. We teamed up with the
Engineering Department of the University of
Santo Tomas and Lenovo to provide internet
and IT services to critical health facilities in Manila
and installed internet connections at Delpan
Evacuation Center, Belmonte Health Center,
and Health Center District Office. These centers
monitor and provide support to suspected and
confirmed COVID cases in the city.
We also recognize the need to assist our
community during this health crisis. PT&T
provided logistical support to I Am Hope
Organization, a not for profit organization
aiding frontliners, hospitals, and other sectors
of the community in need of assistance.

Top photo: Supporting our frontliners through PT&T’s
partnership with the I Am Hope Organization
Bottom photo (from left to right): Vhong Navarro, PT&T
President and CEO James Velasquez, Bea Alonzo)

While COVID-19 has transformed education
dramatically when schools shutdown all
over the country, we quickly redirected our
efforts and acknowledged the distinctive rise
of e-learning and the adoption of distance
learning tools to overcome the challenges of
this pandemic. Partnering with Go Philippines
allowed us to offer critical Broadband Internet
solutions for the academe, improving user
experience for quality education, as well
as to support our nation in providing the
telecommunications infrastructure for the
education sector.
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Partnering with Go Philippines allowed us to
offer critical Broadband Internet solutions for
academia, improving user experience for a
quality education.

Internally, we developed and implemented a
COVID Workplace Safety and Health Policy that
is in accordance with public health standards
and policies of the Department of Health,
Department of Labor, and Inter-Agency Task
Force. The policy covers helping our employees
increase their physical and mental resilience,
reducing the transmission of the virus
through strict adherence to safety protocols,
and providing the necessary support to our
employees such as flexible work arrangements,
transportation, and food assistance for those
who are required to work in the office. In
addition, we provided paid leaves on top of
the regular sick and vacation leaves should an
employee be confirmed positive for COVID-19.

resilient during these times as the requirement
for high speed internet and digital services
becomes a priority. We expect to continue our
growth in the coming years as we intend to
raise capital to support our long-term strategy.
One thing is universally true, that technology
offers constant innovation and evolution.
I would like to thank our Board of Directors for
their guidance; our management team, PT&T
partners, business partners, and creditors for
their unrelenting commitment; our faithful
shareholders for their continuous support to
the company; and finally our customers, who
continue to inspire us as we fulfill our mission in
making the lives of every Filipino better through
technology.

We are now benefiting from having spent
the past two years transforming both PT&T’s
operations and product offerings to be relevant
in the digital age. This makes us even more
JAMES V. VELASQUEZ
President and Chief Executive Officer
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BUSINESS

REVIEW
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Philippine Market Overview
The Philippines is a country with enormous
potential for sustainable growth. It is among
the fastest growing economies in Asia, fueled
by its large, young population with a median
age of 25.7 years, and a growing middle class
with rising per capita income. Since 2010, the
country’s economy has grown 6.3 percent
annually compared to 4.5 percent gross
domestic product (GDP) growth in 2000 to
2009. It is home to a robust Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) sector and is propped up by
a large Overseas Filipino Workers’ population
that both contribute directly to the county’s GDP
at seven percent (approximately P1.3 trillion)
and eight percent (approximately P1.5 trillion) in
2019, respectively.

BROADBAND

Expanding and
Connecting
22
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“We are now ready to
accelerate targeted, profitable
growth and increase levels
of investment beyond our
existing businesses and
coverage areas.”

Yet access to reliable internet is still a
challenge, where quality of service varies
significantly by area. Fixed broadband using
“FTTx or Fiber to the X” or more commonly
known as fiber anywhere technology remains
largely underdeveloped in the country.
For years, the promise of true high-speed
internet has been relegated in favor of mobile
and wireless connectivity solutions, and
infrastructure has been concentrated mostly in
urban centers.
As of June 2020, Fiber to the Home (FTTH)
penetration in the Philippines stands at
six percent according to Media Partners
Asia. Specifically, the current market for
fixed broadband comes to only 3.5 million
households, with 1.5 million on FTTx, 1.5 million
on xDSL, and 500,000 on Hybrid Fiber Coaxial
(HFC). Of these technologies, only FTTx and HFC
can be considered as high-speed broadband,
as xDSL is predominantly supported by a
legacy copper network. At the same time, there
are approximately 1.6 million households that
are on Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) services,
primarily powered by 3G/4G mobile networks.
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MONTHLY RECURRING REVENUES
BY INDUSTRY

P8.5M

monthly recurring revenue

2.34
2.58

1.61

1.02
0.10
Education

Information and Communication
Wholesale & Retail Trade; Repair
of Motor Vehicles, Motorcycles
Transportation and Storage
Manufacturing

226

corporate accounts

For these reasons, we anticipate further growth
in the FTTx market in the next five years driven
by more discriminating demand for high-speed
and reliable internet. Of great importance in
this respect is affordability. At present, FTTx
has reached price parity with xDSL and FWA
services at P1,500 per month subscription level.
Against this backdrop, when customers who
spend P1,500 for mobile internet are considered,
the addressable market who can afford FTTx
is estimated at 18.5 million households and is
projected to grow substantially to 22.6 million
households by 2025.
The commercial landscape for the enterprise
wired connectivity market is also set to change
as a result of the urgency to strengthen
business continuity measures. These include
increasing data demand for corporate
information and communications technology
services, the growing prevalence of setting up
greater network resiliency and redundancy,
and the distributed working and increasing
usage of bandwidth intensive applications such
as video-conferencing platforms.
With the radical shift in demand for even faster
connectivity, we are convinced that there is
a strong case for PT&T to build our stake in
the FTTx space. Our strategy is to address
future requirements and make the most out
of opportunities available to us, to secure our
company’s future.
Competitive Strengths
Since the new management took over in August
2017, PT&T has invested in and upgraded our
network infrastructure to accelerate the growth
in its broadband business, making 2018 its
investment year. To improve mobilization to
increase subscriber base, we also invested in
our sales and network personnel. From 2017
to 2018, there was a significant increase of
57 percent to 1,277 in our subscribers, and
61 percent to P246 million in our revenues.
We have expanded our network coverage to

14,000 poles equivalent to about 13,500 fiber
kilometers from 9,000 kilometers three years ago.
With access to an additional 46,000 poles via our
Joint Pole Agreement, our potential reach is over
110,000 fiber kilometers. These extensive network
assets are located in Metro Manila and Region
IV-A, including the provinces of Cavite, Laguna,
Batangas, and Rizal, considered as the country’s
highest growth areas that account for a combined
55 percent of the country’s GDP and 40 percent
of the total Philippine population. Hence, we see
the need to initiate an immediate and massive
expansion to address a still largely underserved
demand in these core markets.

with connectivity and IT solutions centered on
exceptional customer experience.

As we look ahead into 2020, we will launch
international connectivity services namely the
International Private Line (IPL), and the premium
Direct Internet Access (DIA) on top of existing
domestic data services. Equipped with updated
training and guidance, our account managers
are ideally positioned to provide our customers

Total revenues in this segment rose 44 percent
to P354 million, with subscriber count growing
38 percent year-on-year. The enterprise
business as its main revenue generating stream,
contributed 70 percent to P284 million in fixed
broadband revenues, growing by 18 percent
year-on-year.

2019 Performance
Over the course of 2019, we experienced a
dramatic growth in our fixed broadband segment.
Increasingly, we have found a niche in positioning
ourselves as a second line or redundant link
provider, even as the market remains competitive.
And we believe there is further to go given our
attractive price points, and especially as more
enterprise accounts strengthen their network
resiliency to ensure maximum uptime in their
operations.

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS

REVENUES
(in million PHP)

25%h

1,760

38%h

246

1,277

354

284

240

1,338
1,015

Enterprise

1,015

Residential
Wholesale and Carrier

227
5

237
25
2018

195

4
2

2019
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The year also saw strategic wins in the
previously untapped large enterprise segment
where connectivity was bundled with IT
solutions. Working on saturating areas to
improve port utilization geographically, we
have been successful in closing numerous
contracts with customers in the IT, Logistics,
and Education industries. We began to offer
IT services such as Microsoft 365, PT&T Cloud,
eLearning, and other IT solutions to help
businesses in their digital transformation
journey.
Under the new management, PT&T has always
focused on becoming a customer-centric brand
in an industry where customer service is a
common pain point. In line with this, we started
conducting Net Promoter Score (NPS) and
Customer Satisfaction (CSAT) surveys for our
service teams in December 2019.
Programmed for the Future
As we near our “total exit” from corporate
rehabilitation, we intend to become a leading
Philippine digital services provider. We are now
ready to accelerate targeted, profitable growth
and increase levels of investment beyond our
existing businesses and coverage areas.

With this in mind, our 10-year goal is to sustain
the strength of our current businesses and
pursue aggressive growth for new businesses.
Our strategic focal points are:
Organic Expansion and WiFi projects. We
will upgrade and use existing network in
CALABARZON with a potential of additional
39,800 fiber kilometers and implement WiFi
projects. Capital expenditure to complete the
project is P1,340 million.
The residential business is an important facet of
our future growth as a major telco player and will
be a key undertaking in our network expansion
plans. To enable our growth aspirations in this
segment, we have established pilot areas in a few
communities in NCR so we can build a scalable
model which we plan to deploy upon rollout
particularly in CALABARZON where demand
continues to be underserved. In addition to these
investments, we are also developing the process
and systems that will allow for a simple customer
journey for our residential service.
Nationwide Network Backbone. We aim to build
a nationwide backbone for both enterprise and
wholesale and carrier markets with a potential

2019 KEY WINS
Enterprise

Wholesale and Carrier

1. Technical Education and Skills
Development Authority (TESDA)
2. UniPeso Financial Technology Inc.
3. Chiyoda Corporation
4. Home Shopping Network, Inc.
5. Sanitary Care Products Asia, Inc.
6. Triple Crown Properties
7. DMCI Homes
8. Shopee Pte Ltd
9. Foodpanda

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Now Corporation
AirLive Communications, Inc.
iOne Resources, Inc.
IP Converge Data Services, Inc. (IPC)
Telectronic Systems, Inc. (TSI) – Wir
Broadband
6. Broadband Everywhere Corp.
7. Telmarc Cable
8. Pakil Cable International Co.
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of additional 51,800 fiber kilometers, requiring
future capital expenditure of P5,790 million.
This development may take time, but we have
built the foundations required to scale our
business successfully. Included here are plans
which will allow us to serve an even larger market
with much needed, improved internet services in
the country.
In the near-term, we are prioritizing network
rollout inside industrial parks in CALABARZON
such as Calamba Premiere International Park
(CPIP), Cavite Export Processing Zone Authority
(CEPZA), First Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP),
and in new buildings within the Central Business
District areas (Makati, Ortigas, and BGC) targeting
SMEs and large enterprises.
Earlier this year, the COVID-19 pandemic has
changed the world. As we publish this report, it
continues to unfold and its full impact remains
currently unknown.
There is no doubt the Philippines has been
impacted by the pandemic, as evidenced by the
contraction in the country’s GDP in the first half
of 2020. But with our strong macroeconomic
and demographic fundamentals, we are
optimistic that the country is well-positioned
to bounce back when the COVID-19 threat is
finally contained. If there is a silver lining to this
pandemic, it has forced people and businesses
to accelerate their digital transformation to
support telecommuting or work from home
arrangements, to weather near-term challenges
and ultimately to survive this crisis. In this crucial
time, we believe that a robust network and IT
infrastructure is key to bounce back better and
usher in a new order—something that in our
view, reassures us of future success.

2019 STRATEGIC
AND OPERATIONAL
PARTNERS
Data Center Partners
• PLDT Global
• IP Converge Data Services, Inc.
(IPC)
• Total Information Management
Corp. (TIM)
Domestic Telco Partners
• Converge ICT
• Eastern Telecommunications
Philippines Inc. (ETPI)
• Globe Telecom, Inc.
• NOW Telecom
• Responsible Internet
Sustainability Effort, Inc. (RISE)
• Radius Telecoms, Inc.
International Telco Partners
• HGC Global Communications
Limited (HGC)
• Experio
• China Mobile International
(CMI)
• PCCW Global
• Verizon Communications Inc.
• Telstra
• Telekom Malaysia
• Tata Communications
• Cogent Communications
• BRUHAAS
• Global Transit Communications
• China Telecom Corporation
Limited
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Competitive Strengths
Our broadband business has fueled our growth
in recent years, but we are equally excited to
become a digital service provider and grow as a
company beyond connectivity. The starting point
for this objective is the acceptance that every
enterprise will require digital transformation and
continuous change to meet the unique demands
of the times. This in turn means an opportunity
for us to innovate new businesses.
Armed with a comprehensive knowledge of
our customers and their needs, we knew
that providing Information Technology (IT)
services would be a natural complement to
our connectivity business. For this reason,
we launched our IT Services segment in June
2019 to deliver the latest software, systems,
and managed services requirements to
enterprises and public sector customers. These
are segments we believe will benefit from our
integrated one-stop solutions approach of
bundling connectivity and IT Services.
With this in mind, we have designed a menu of
IT Services to create an end-to-end portfolio
where customers can take advantage of
mature and bespoke IT solutions. We have
partnered with top technology providers

IT SERVICES

Leveraging and
Innovating
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“...every enterprise
would require digital
transformation and
continuous change to meet
the unique demands of the
times. This in turn means
an opportunity for us to
innovate new businesses.”
such as Microsoft, IBM, VMWare, Cisco,
Fortinet, Nutanix, Lenovo, Maxava, and
others in order to offer global technologies
with a local footprint. At the same time, we
have developed readily available solutions
including Cloud Computing and Data Backup,
in pipe Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
mitigation, Software-Defined Networking in a
Wide Area Network (SD-WAN), Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure (VDI), Firewall, Short Message
Service (SMS) Gateway, Payment Gateway, and
Managed Connectivity, and IT Services.
In this new market, we draw from our
strength to put our strategy into action: our
leadership. Led by veterans in the IT industry,
our team is composed of multi-skilled solution
consultants, experienced service delivery and
operations managers, and product innovation
professionals. By design, our President and
CEO James Velasquez has served as Chairman,
President, and Country General Manager of IBM
Philippines where he led both IBM’s domestic
and global delivery growth. Our General
Manager for IT Services Ella Mae Ortega is also
an IBM Philippines alumna for 15 years where
she handled Large Enterprise Accounts and
client relationships across several industries
including banking, manufacturing, insurance,
and retail and distribution.
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2019 Performance
Our IT Services team has had an encouraging start, closing new contracts that generated P42 million
of revenues in a span of six months and placing the team in the IT map. Here are a few of our
notable projects:
1. ICT Upgrade for a Large University - full
hardware and software technology refresh;
structured cabling; network deployment
and management; firewall and security
implementation for multiple campuses
2. Accounting and Billing System for
an Industrial Park - design and
implementation of an accounting and
water billing system
3. Internet Connectivity Implementation and
Management for a Government Agency
- internet connectivity design, project
implementation and network management
for 25+ branches nationwide
4. Mobile Application Hosting - for a
transport services mobile application on
PT&T Cloud

5. Firewall Implementation - for a physical
security agency and a government bureau
6. 360º IT Audit - full IT audit, consultancy
design and implementation for a physical
security agency
7. Network Implementation - for a
transportation and telco company
8. SMS Gateway - for a government agency
and transport services mobile app
9. E-Commerce Application - design,
implementation, and management of an
e-commerce platform on the PT&T cloud
10. DDoS Services - implementation and
management for a government agency

REVENUES

(in million PHP)
July to December 2019

P42M

35.44

total revenues in less than
one year of operations

10

unique clients

.32
JUL

1.56
AUG

.97

1.85 2.07

SEP OCT NOV DEC

Virtalus partners with PT&T to provide public and private
cloud solutions for the local market
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SCALE

SECURE

SPECIALIZE

Connectivity
Productivity
Infrastructure

Traditional
Resiliency
Solutions

Managed Services
Systems and Software
Custom Development

Solutions as your businesses
grow. Anything that helps in
growth of client (technology
for more sites, employees,
products/services)

Solutions to protect and defend
your business. Cyber and
physical security

Solutions unique to your
business needs. Customized
and/or managed service
solutions

Programmed for the Future
In crisis, there is opportunity. And clearly, there
is no shortage of both.
Around the world, both the public and private
sectors are coming together to address
pressing social needs. In our capacity, we
have relied on partnerships to maximize our
reach and serve a wider spectrum of digital
needs. We teamed up with University of Santo
Tomas to provide internet and IT services to
select Manila Health Centers and to enable
the centers to tap into the university’s pool of
medical professionals for COVID-19 related
assistance. Within 24 hours, we were able
to deploy internet connections via fiber and
microwave to critical health department
facilities in Manila including Belmonte
Health Center and Health Center District
Office as well as Delpan Evacuation Center
which provides shelter for patients under
investigation and persons under monitoring
while in quarantine. We have also collaborated
with hardware leader, Lenovo, to provide
Lenovo Ideapad and Thinkpad model laptops
for use in this campaign.

On the business end, trends strongly indicate
that the scope to grow our business is especially
promising. Supporting this is the International
Trade Administration’s Philippine IT spending
forecast which is estimated to reach US$5 billion
(P243 billion) in 2019 and US$8 billion (P388
billion) by 2023, with an estimated 12 percent
annual growth rate within the 4-year period.
Therefore, we are beefing up our portfolio
particularly in the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS ) offerings
via cloud, a combined Security and Network
Operations Center (NOCSOC) and a telco
agnostic Managed Connectivity Services offering.
Principally through PT&T Virtalus, cloud
and backup products can help reduce
the overhead IT computing expenses of
companies who may have significantly reduced
operations and/or are on hibernate mode
entirely. In the same thought, our office
productivity offerings are aimed at alleviating
the work from home needs of the clients.
Moreover, our Connectivity Plus offerings allow
to maximize the linkages of companies to their
internal teams and external clients.
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OUTLOOK
AND STRATEGY
In a world where technology is integrated into every aspect of
our daily lives, information and communications technology has
become the backbone of innovation. In recent years, innovation
based on digital technology has changed more than anyone
thought likely. It has accelerated social and economic development
in both developed and developing countries and transformed
almost every sector of the economy from new business models,
products, and services to new ways of creating jobs.
But innovation and digital technology without
high-speed broadband network is unimaginable.
In the Philippines, the country has committed
to create a national broadband plan including
a national broadband network to address
the need for universal, faster, and affordable
internet access, particularly in remote areas.
It has three major broad strategies, namely:
1) establishment of policy and regulatory
reforms; 2) government investment in
broadband infostructure; and 3) support for
the stimulation of broadband demand.
Given the potential of ICT to scale up
development, we believe the market can
accommodate more players which will foster
effective competition, innovation, and long-term
growth. The evolution has to go on. As such, we
consider it a priority to encourage businesses to
fully embrace the powers of digital technologies.
We are confident that our own transformation
from a Communications Service Provider (CSP)

to a full Digital Service Provider (DSP) will provide
the support required in digitalized operations
and digital services to improve business
processes, remove operational silos across the
organization, and adopt DevOps practices.
Moving forward, our strategy is to step up
our infrastructure investments and innovative
digital solutions to drive economic growth and
social impact for many of our stakeholders. This
includes expanding our coverage and upgrading
our network infrastructure to ensure network
reliability and performance. It also means we are
building capabilities in cyber security, Internet of
Things (IoT), and smart cities.
To achieve these objectives, we have identified
several projects to position ourselves in line
with our geographical expansion throughout
the country. These projects are currently
undergoing evaluation and are based on using
our own network, a shared resource, and other
partners.
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PT&T’s expansion plans are based
on using own build, a shared
resource, and other partners.
Organic
Expansion

Nationwide
Network
Backbone

IT Infrastructure,
Services, and
Applications

Mobile
Initiative
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ORGANIC EXPANSION
To increase subscriber base, we are in the
process of completing our plan to expand
our existing telecommunications network.
The network expansion will initially focus
on key cities in the National Capital Region,
CALABARZON, and parts of Northern Luzon.
It will include the deployment of massive fiber
optic infrastructure to support all network
services and capacities. It will also provide a
Full IP-based network on the latest ServiceOriented Network Architecture.
NATIONWIDE NETWORK BACKBONE
One of the challenges – if not barriers to
entry – for any telecom service provider in
the country is the requirement to build and
interconnect the major islands of the Philippine
archipelago through the use of terrestrial
and submarine fiber optic network for
seamless communications. The need to build
a nationwide IP transport backbone is a major
endeavor and a must to handle high-speed
internet access deployment across the country.
With this in mind, we plan to build a nationwide
backbone in order to provide a wholesale and
retail service all over the country, including
network capacities for mobile services in
the future. Our national IP network aims to
support traffic growth, increased reliance on
internet services, and evolving needs from all
customer segments. The objective is to deliver
a converged IP and an ethernet network that
can keep up with all current and future services
including the explosion of consumers demand
for video services like YouTube, Netflix, and
other similar content.
Residential and small and medium-sized
enterprises are moving away from traditional
voice products in favor of IP-based solutions
to reduce their costs. Cloud or data center
hosted business applications are popular with
unified communications and collaboration
(UCC) solutions supporting the entire IT
portfolio. Ethernet services are also growing in
terms of footprint and nominal speed. Mobile

network initiative will require cost effective
and high-speed backhaul solutions to connect
PT&T’s macro and small cell infrastructure
to designated radio access network central
units and core locations. To match these
requirements, we have designed our network
to cope with most customer segments
and avoid investing in specific per product
infrastructure.
IT INFRASTRUCTURE, SERVICES, AND
APPLICATIONS
In June 2019, we launched our IT Services
business unit to intensify our outreach to
clients, enhance, and carry out the company’s
strategy to transform to a full digital
service provider as well as enlarging and
complementing the service portfolio.
The business unit will focus on projects,
services, and applications such as but not
limited to:

•

Offer a “One Stop E-Center”. Another
large project in our pipeline is providing a
common IT infrastructure to host all kinds
of e-services. This includes e-learning,
e-government, e-commerce, telemedicine
and applications in order to fully support
the government’s initiatives as well as the
increasing requirements and demands of
the private sector.

•

Build Data Centers. Over time, data
centers have evolved from traditional
vendor-specific hardware and software
appliances to common-off-the-shelf server
hardware and open-source software
hosting individual network functions and
services. Accordingly, we are building data
centers that will shelter fixed broadband,
IT, and mobile telecom infrastructure for
contents, applications, and other network
services. We will employ the latest data
center technology to reduce total cost of
ownership across the different network
domains and to offer end-to-end services
to our customers. Specifically, we plan to
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deploy software through Network Function
Virtualization (NFV), and for virtualization to
scale, we will set up a cloud environment
that will enable automated network
operations and can save significant
operational costs. And because the service
is implemented entirely in software, we will
be able to innovate more rapidly and drive
new service revenues.

•

Offer Security and “Cyber Security”
Services and Applications. We aim
to dramatically simplify IT security and
compliance with best-in-class solutions
that leverage next generation SIEM
platform combined with crowdsourced
global intelligence. The combination of
this infrastructure with PT&T security
experts provides enterprises unparalleled
security protection and threat awareness.
We have partnered with the leading
security services provider with a complete
set of security tools and services offering
a variety of flexible delivery options that
allow us to serve customers of all sizes and
complexity.
Our various alliances with global IT Security
experts aims to develop and maintain an
ecosystem of best of breed technology
partnerships and alliances that result in
a world-class IT Security solution stack
and consulting services that offers best-fit
technology and support requirements of
our customers.

•

Support Government Projects and
Initiatives: “Internet for Everyone”,
“Public Internet”, and “National
Broadband Plan”. PT&T is in full support
of these projects and has entered into a
service agreement with entities designated
to implement the government’s project
to provide public WiFi Services in several
provinces. Under these agreements, PT&T
will provide the required infrastructure
allowing it to commercialize the excess
capacities out of the said infrastructure.

This arrangement will enable us to
establish a substantial number of points
of presence throughout the country
and commercial WiFi services will then
be offered as an “add-on” to PT&T’s
product portfolio to serve residential and
enterprise clients.
MOBILE INITIATIVE
We remain keen to provide mobile broadband
services in the country as smartphone
penetration continuously grows as do
new opportunities through 4G/LTE mobile
broadband and enhanced 5G use cases such
as enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra
Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC),
and Massive IoT.
We are happy to announce that very recently,
we have been allocated 5G frequency in the
28GHz High Band. Now our next step is to
undertake proof of concept (POC) for our 5G
Fixed Wireless Access (FWA), giving us headway
with our mobile initiative.
Complementing our fixed broadband network,
5G technology will enable us to offer a unified
network access for our customers and be able
to process an ever-increasing volume of data
more cost-effectively at the same time provide
various services on a single infrastructure with
high reliability at a faster speed. Advanced
IT technologies such as NFV and containerbased cloud native network function (CNF)
virtualization have been introduced into the
virtual 5G Core, transport, and virtual radio
access network. 5G also allows advanced
network features such as network slicing that
provides dedicated virtual networks according
to service characteristics. It also provides Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC) that processes
application services at the edge of a network
to enhance service performance which will
enable new revenue streams for telecom
operators like PT&T.
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BEYOND THE
FINANCIALS
MATERIALITY PROCESS
Over the past year at PT&T, we embarked on our first Sustainability Report with a consultative
materiality assessment process guided by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards and
aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). This process, fully
supported by the Board of Directors and Senior Management, determined key areas relevant
to our mission, vision, and core values which impact a wide range of our stakeholders, including
investors, workforce, customers, suppliers, business partners, communities, regulators,
surrounding environment and the overall economy.
Together with both internal and external stakeholders, we have identified a total of 14 areas of
focus and assessed their levels of relevance based on substantive influence on the business and
stakeholders vis-à-vis economic, environmental, and social impacts over time.
After a detailed review, the following were then approved as our priority material sustainability
themes:
FINANCIAL
LEADERSHIP AND
BUSINESS
PEOPLE AND
1
PERFORMANCE
GOVERNANCE
CONTINUITY
CULTURE2
strengthening financial promoting sound
preparedness to deal a holistic approach
viability, including risk corporate governance and protect assets in
to professional
management towards and business
the event of business development
effective business
integrity, upholding
and operational
and welfare of its
strategies and efficient transparency and
disruptions
workforce
decision-making
compliance

Materiality Matrix for Sustainability Issues

Influence on stakeholder
assessments and decisions
Medium
High

1
12
13
6
7

5

10

2

4
8

3
9

9

14

Medium
High
Significance of economic, environmental, and social impacts

ECONOMIC
1 Economic Impact and Financial Performance
2 Leadership and Governance
3 Procurement Practices
ENVIRONMENTAL
4 Business Continuity and Crisis Management
5 Materials and Efficiency
6 GHG Emissions
7 Waste and Effluents Management
SOCIAL
8 Employee Training and Development
9 Occupational Health and Safety
10 Supply Chain Management
11 Community Relations
12 Customer Service and Retention
13 Marketing and Labeling
14 Customer Privacy and Data Security

1
Commitments to ethical business operations can be found in the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics available at the PT&T web
page www.ptt.com.ph/code-of-business-conduct-and-ethics/.
2
Commitment to employees, contractors, local community, and environment can be found in company policies available at the PT&T
web page www.ptt.com.ph/policies/.
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ECONOMIC
• Economic Impact and
Financial Performance
• Leadership and Governance
• Procurement Practices
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RE VALUE
ENVIRONMENTAL
• Business Continuity and
Crisis Management
• Materials and Efficiency
• GHG Emissions
• Waste and Effluents
Management
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SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
As we outline a way forward that integrates sustainability into the way we work, we have developed
a sustainability framework that articulates our commitment to take into account the full set of risks
and opportunities faced by the business including environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
factors. It shows that central to our mission, vision, core values and overall decision-making is our
responsibility to be accountable for managing our exposures to ESG risks.

SOCIAL
• Employee Training and
Development
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Supply Chain Management
• Community Relations
• Customer Service and Retention
• Marketing and Labeling
• Customer Privacy and Data
Security
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
We acknowledge that key to value creation is
building trust in the way we conduct business
and that trust is built through quality product
and services, strong corporate governance and
effective engagement with internal and external
stakeholders. We have therefore instituted
ways to facilitate and encourage stakeholder
engagement and established appropriate
venues and platforms for feedback and business
discussions. Our management approach is set out
in more detail in the Sustainability Performance of
this report.
Employees
It is only possible to achieve our strategic
objectives with highly engaged and talented
employees. That is why our People and Culture
(P&C) Team implement policies and programs to
promote a culture of health and safety, fairness
and openness, team spirit and professional
development among employees.
Towards this goal, our talent management
strategies are designed and delivered within
the framework of our policies to ensure that
our obligations to our shareholders and other
stakeholders are clearly understood and met.
These policies include: 1) Whistle-Blowing Policy;
2) Conflict of Interest Policy; 3) Insider Trading
Policy; 4) Related Party Transactions Policy;
5) Policy and Data Relating to Health, Safety,
and Welfare of Employees Including Company
Sponsored Trainings; and 6) Non-Discrimination
and Anti-Harassment Policy.
Yet a healthy culture is not only established
by policies and procedures, it is also
underpinned by a wider employee engagement
experience. Our People Agenda is geared
towards creating a performance-based and
values driven organization whilst providing an
amazing employee experience. To this end, we
communicate meaningfully with our employees
through a range of formal and informal channels
such as new employee onboarding, meetings,
development programs, performance reviews,
focus group discussions, surveys, our internal
PT&T CHAINS Facebook group, and our online

learning platform PT&T Academy. We also
promote a “fun culture” through thematic
employee events.
Customers
Our scope and reach may be on the national level,
but we believe that every interaction with each
of our customers is valuable, so we continue to
seek opportunities to engage directly with them.
Part of that customer-centric philosophy is the
formation of our Customer Retention (CRD) team.
They serve as the backbone of our approach to
frictionless customer experience. They provide
convenience and ease of access to our customers
through remote issue resolution via our hotline as
well as enhanced client servicing that is measured
by customer satisfaction surveys.
Suppliers and Service Providers
Our suppliers and contractors are our partners,
and central to our transformation and success.
We engage with them through meetings,
consultations, workshops, and trade associations.
At the same time, we require them to observe our
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics following
their selection and accreditation process as they
fulfill their contractual obligations toward PT&T,
and ensure compliance with its requirements.
Investors
Although we have yet to relist our shares on
the Philippine Stock Exchange, we remain
engaged with investors throughout the years,
both proactively and upon request, in order to
discuss our performance and developments
as well as to gather feedback. Our activities are:
one-on-one and group meetings, regulatory
reporting including annual and quarterly financial
reports and continuing disclosures, our annual
stockholders’ meeting, site visits, as well as
through our corporate website.
General Public
We employ various engagement initiatives to keep
the general public updated on company news and
events, including our website, news releases, and
social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
and LinkedIn.
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SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
Prosperity – Our Economic Performance
Our Business and Leadership
As part of the telecommunications and IT services industry, we play a vital
role in making a positive contribution towards economic sustainability for all
stakeholders. The very nature of our business—of providing broadband high-speed internet and
IT services—is inherently good and fundamental to social and economic development. Take for
example the benefits of our solutions to both the public and private sectors. In the government
ecosystem, we support improved delivery of services, such as healthcare, safety and security to the
broader population as well as collaboration between agencies. In the private sector, we provide
a platform for businesses big and small to expand their markets and improve their operations,
creating new enterprises in the process and ultimately driving the country’s economy forward.
But to really make a difference, it is not enough
that we provide reliable and efficient service
at reasonable cost. Living up to our mission
also means becoming a responsible company
that would contribute to nation-building. To
that end, our leadership is passionate about
the economic dimension of our sustainability
agenda so we could continue delivering
and distributing economic value to our
stakeholders. Since the new management took
over in August 2017, our Board of Directors
and Senior Management have established and
reviewed our business strategy, including risk
management for effective decision-making.
We have adopted new corporate goals and
strategies that are anchored to our mission,
vision, and core values. We have employed
sound and prudent management of operational
investments, strict internal controls in managing
our resources, effective risk management
program, constant check of efficiency in our
day-to-day activities as well as strong quality
assurance of our products and services.
As a result, our Broadband and IT Services
generated P405 million in direct economic value
in 2019. Of this amount, about P204 million
was distributed to our employees through
wages and benefits, P40 million to our capital
providers through dividends and interest
payments and P66 million to our suppliers and
service providers through professional fees
and contractual payments. We also directly
contributed P3 million to the government by

paying taxes, which enables it to operate and
fund its public services.
Direct Economic Value
Generated and Distributed
Disclosure (amounts in ‘000 Philippine Pesos)
Direct economic value generated
a. Revenue
b. Other income

P396,044
8,645

Direct economic value distributed:
a. Operating costs

140,701

b. Employee wages and benefits

203,824

c. Payments to suppliers, other
operating costs

66,405

d. Dividends given to
stockholders and interest
payments to loan providers

39,935

e. Taxes given to government

3,352

f. Non-core income
g. Income Tax

2,873

Economic value retained

(52,403)

Our Governance
We believe that effective corporate governance
is a necessary component of what constitutes
strategic business management and we have
therefore committed ourselves to continuously
undertake every effort necessary to create
awareness on good governance practices within
our organization.
In promoting a higher standard of quality
and business integrity, we emphasize our
commitment to ethical business operations
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through our Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics which is openly available and widely
disseminated to our stakeholders. It is found on
our website and is also extensively discussed
in the requisite orientation sessions for
new employees. It includes our policies and
approaches on:
1. compliance and regulatory issues;
2. relationship and fair dealing;
3. conflict of interest;
4. confidentiality;
5. risk management;
6. shareholder and investor relations; and
7. corporate social responsibility.
These written policies are reinforced with
robust processes that are monitored by
the Board. For example, our zero-tolerance
approach to bribery or corruption is actively
communicated through training and
information sessions. In 2019, 100% of our
employees, business partners, directors and
management received anti-corruption training,
resulting in zero incidents of corruption within
our organization.
Training on Anti-corruption Policies and
Procedures
Disclosure
Percentage of employees to whom
the organization’s anti-corruption
policies and procedures have been
communicated to

100%

Percentage of business partners to
whom the organization’s anti-corruption
policies and procedures have been
communicated to

100%

Percentage of directors and management 100%
that have received anti-corruption
training
Percentage of employees that have
received anti-corruption training

100%

Incidents of Corruption
Disclosure
Number of incidents in which directors
were removed or disciplined for
corruption

None

Number of incidents in which employees
were dismissed or disciplined for
corruption

None

Number of incidents when contracts with None
business partners were terminated due
to incidents of corruption
Number of incidents in which directors
were removed or disciplined for
corruption

None

Our Approach to Procurement
Procurement practices impact our business
operations and quality of service, and offer
areas for us to improve our cost-efficiency.
With this in mind, we implement procurement
policies that uphold our core values of fairness,
accountability, integrity, and transparency in
our businesses. In particular, we require our
suppliers to undergo an accreditation process
before they engage in any activity with our
company.
Our Accreditation Policy summarizes
our approach and standards to supplier
engagement. It sets the processes of vendor
accreditation and competitive bidding as
the general rule, while maintaining equal
opportunity and honest treatment of
suppliers in all business transactions. The
policy establishes practices to ensure that
contracts are awarded only to qualified and
duly accredited suppliers and vendors with
proven track record to deliver requirements
and who offer the best value for money. Each
offer is assessed based on objective criteria and
alignment with our business goals, which take
into account market intelligence and insight on
how we can make informed decisions in key
aspects such as which technologies to procure
and vendors to partner with.
In 2019, we had a total of 51 suppliers, 45 of
which or 92% are local companies.
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Our Risk Management and Business Continuity
Our sustainability journey helped us refine our
risk management program, including enterprise
risk management and plans for business
continuity. In particular, our risk management
framework provides guidelines in dealing with:
1. operational risks;
2. cybersecurity risks;
3. risks from new technologies;
4. risks from competition;
5. regulatory risks;
6. reputational risks; and
7. climate-related risks.
It has been informed by intelligence on new
markets, government policies and climate
change impacts and is regularly updated
to ensure that these risks are constantly
examined and addressed to minimize possible
financial impacts.
Part of our risk management strategies is our
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) which identifies
potential risks and impacts of various types of
business and operational disruptions on the

company’s operations, and outlines actions
needed to be implemented to mitigate those
risks. The plan aims to facilitate immediate
recovery and continuity of business operations
as well as the protection of personnel and
assets so they are able to function in the
event of any possible operational and climaterelated risks. Implementation of this strategy
is headed by our Board Risk Oversight
Committee (BROC), and assisted by the Head
of the Legal Department, Corporate Secretary,
Financial Controller, Audit and Risk Officer,
Vice-President for Network Engineering and
Operations Management.
Other actions contained in our BCP that we
have started implementing are: formation of
a Crisis Management Plan in light of climaterelated risks, provision of incidental expenses
associated with such risks, conduct of regular
emergency drills and continuation of providing
medical insurance to its employees. For
incident management, we have equipped
contingency vehicles and business continuity
responders.

Planet – Our Environmental Performance

We only have one planet, so we take it upon ourselves to reduce our
negative impacts to the environment. We do this by being mindful of our
consumption, enjoining our employees to do the same and investing
in new technologies that are environmentally-friendly. Examples of our
programs and future improvements include:
Environmental Compliance
In 2019, as in previous years, we have not incurred penalties or sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental law and regulations. This is a testament to our commitment and actions to ensure
compliance with all requirements. While the Environmental Management Bureau (EMB) of the
DENR issued us a Certificate of Non-Coverage (CNC) to cover all our operational activities, we still
consistently analyze how we can maintain public trust, particularly towards our connection activities.
For example, we hold regular meetings on Health, Safety, and Security before and after operational
activities to ensure that our fieldwork does not disturb local ecosystems, including cutting of trees,
and improper disposal of large volumes of fiber-optic cables.
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Non-compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations
Disclosure

Quantity

Units

Total amount of monetary fines for non-compliance with
environmental laws and/or regulations

None

P

No. of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and/or regulations

None

#

No. of cases resolved through dispute resolution mechanism

None

#

Consumption
As we begin to be more mindful of our carbon
footprint, we have started recording and
monitoring our energy and water consumption
for the year, as well as the volume of materials
we have utilized in our operational activities.

employee awareness initiatives through email
announcements and restroom signages as
well as lowered water pressure in all restrooms
to control water flow and avoid spillage. Our
monthly inspections also aimed to avoid water
wastage from faucet and toilet leaks.

These baseline figures make us aware of how
our business contribute to the overall depletion
of the planet’s resources and would thus be
our basis for our reduction targets to ensure
sustainability of our operations. In 2019, we
have recorded our electricity consumption
at 477,840 kWh in our head office, diesel
consumption at 25,931 liters for our fleet, and
water use at 9,662 cubic meters.

Energy consumption within the organization

In managing our energy consumption, the
logistics and administration team implements
a regular time-based schedule of switching of
lights, aircon, workstations, and other electrical
equipment to conserve energy. Carpooling
is also encouraged on business trips to save
on fuel. We have also started implementing
a once-a-week work-from-anywhere (WFA)
arrangement for all qualified employees. This
has allowed us to significantly lower our carbon
footprint and operational costs.
For water consumption, while we have not
presented comparative data for 2018, we
regard our current performance as an already
reduced consumption owing to the measures
we have implemented during the year in
response to the water supply crisis across
Metro Manila. Among these measures are

Disclosure

Quantity

Units

Energy consumption
(renewable sources)

None

GJ

Energy consumption
(gasoline)

None

GJ

Energy consumption
(LPG)

None

GJ

Energy consumption
(diesel)

25,931.03*

Liters

Energy consumption
(electricity)

477,840.00**

KWh

*Annual fuel consumption of PT&T’s fleet
**Annual electricity consumption at PT&T’s head office

Reduction of energy consumption
Disclosure
Energy reduction
(gasoline)

Quantity

Units

Minimal

GJ

None

GJ

Energy reduction (diesel)

Minimal

GJ

Energy reduction
(electricity)

Minimal

KWh

Energy reduction (LPG)

Water consumption within the organization
Disclosure
Water withdrawal

Quantity

Units

None

m3

Water consumption

9,662*

m3

Water recycled and
reused

None

m3

*Annual water consumption at PT&T’s head office
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Materials Used
Materials used by the organization
Disclosure

Quantity

Materials used by weight or
volume
•

renewable (batteries)

50 kg/month

•

non-renewable (fiber-optic
cables)

50 kg/month

Percentage of recycled input
materials used to manufacture
the organization’s primary
products and services

10%

We use fiber-optic cables that are made from
extremely abundant silica (quartz sand) which
is considered a rapidly renewable material.
We however acknowledge that improper
maintenance of fiber-optic cables is a risk and
may result in injuries or accidents of employees.
We address this risk by providing proper
training to employees on care and maintenance
procedures of fiber-optic cables. Unused
damaged fiber-optic cables are also properly
collected and disposed of.
Environmental Impact Management
Air Emissions (GHG)
Disclosure

Quantity

Units

Direct (Scope 1)
GHG Emissions

Data Not yet
Available*

Tonnes CO2e

Energy indirect
(Scope 2) GHG
Emissions

Data Not yet
Available*

Tonnes CO2e

Emissions of
ozone-depleting
substances (ODS)

Data Not yet
Available*

Tonnes

*Although these are not yet included in PT&T’s environmental
performance index, we assure that moving forward, data for GHG
will be tracked for Sustainability reporting purposes.

Usage of air conditioning (AC) systems
release chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) which
both contribute to global warming and ozone
depletion. As of 2019, we had 52 units of AC units
(mix of window type, floor, and wall mounted)
in our head office building that are regularly
in operation during work hours (8:00 AM-5:00
PM). To lessen our impact, our logistics and
administration team controls the usage of these
AC systems and implements routine check and
maintenance to ensure efficiency.

While exact figures of our GHG emissions are
not available at the time of reporting, we are
committed to lessen our carbon footprint
through shifting to AC systems with HCFCs
refrigerants for our future purchases instead of
CFCs since the former poses lower impacts to
the ozone.
Solid and Hazardous Waste
We recognize that improper solid waste
disposal can cause health risks to our
employees, customers, and communities.
That is why we strictly comply with the local
government’s proper solid waste disposal
regulations and implement segregation
of biodegradable food wastes from nonbiodegradables and recyclables. Collected
recyclables are also reused or collected and
then sold as scrap materials.
Solid Waste
Disclosure
Total solid waste generated (Food
Waste, Cardboards, Papers, Plastic
Bottles)

Quantity
120 kg/month

Reusable (Cardboards, Papers,
Plastic Bottles)

2 kg/month

Recyclable (Cardboards, Papers,
Plastic Bottles)

2 kg/month

Composted

None

Incinerated

None

Residuals/Landfilled

None

Most of the materials we use are supplies in
the office and facilities related to our day-to-day
operations and marketing/advertising collaterals.
In 2019, we have recorded a total of 120kg solid
waste per month, of which 4 kgs are reusable and
recyclable including papers, carton boxes, plastic
bags, and plastic bottles in the head office which
are recycled, sold, or properly collected and
disposed of. Other solid waste generated are old
tires from the company’s fleet which we sold to
third party contractors through proper bidding.
Going forward, we plan to implement Project
Zero (going electronic; paperless environment)
in 2020 and we see huge potential from this
strategy to decrease our environmental impact
and CO2 footprint.
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People – Our Social Performance

Our efforts to positively
contribute to the social sector
of the country is anchored
on our mission to enable
Filipinos to enrich their lives
and connect communities
through digital service. Years
2017 to 2019 have been notably productive
years for us in terms of increasing our social
impact as we have transitioned during this
period to the new PT&T under new ownership,
stronger management team and expanded
nationwide coverage which covers 40% of the
country’s population in high growth developing
areas.
Employee Management
Our people are our most important resource
in bringing PT&T forward and creating lasting
value. With this in view, we seek to enhance
their development, guarantee full respect
for human rights, and uphold the dignity of
our human resources. From recruitment to
growth, retention and engagement, policies and
practices have been put in place to ensure that
we maintain fair employment practices that are
free from discrimination, harassment and all
forms of sexual intimidation and exploitation,
and give equal access and opportunities to all
employees.
As mindful practitioners of equal opportunity
hiring process, prospective employees
are selected based on their educational
qualifications, professional skills and relevant
work experience. Our recruitment framework
adheres to the Labor Code, Code of Conduct
and RA 10911 or known as the Anti-Age
Discrimination in Employment Act.
We employed 234 individuals during 2019, of
which 40% are females and 60% are males.
While the gender-balance ratio reflects the
lower labor participation rate of women
in the country’s workforce, we continue to
encourage female talent and support mentoring
opportunities from our senior employees to add
richness to our diverse and inclusive culture.

Employee data
Disclosure

Quantity

Units

Total number of employees

234

#

a. Number of female
employees

94

#

b. Number of male employees

140

#

Attrition rate

7.26

rate

Ratio of lowest paid employee
against minimum wage

N/A

ratio

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

Disclosure

Quantity

Units

% of female workers in the
workforce

40%

%

% of male workers in the
workforce

60%

%

Number of employees
from indigenous
communities and/or
vulnerable sector*

N/A

#

*Vulnerable sector includes, elderly, persons with disabilities,
vulnerable women, refugees, migrants, internally displaced persons,
people living with HIV and other diseases, solo parents, and the poor
or the base of the pyramid (BOP; Class D and E).

Our remuneration practices are linked to the
company’s values and to the successful delivery
of our long-term goals for the benefit of our
shareholders and our wider stakeholders.
Our compensation and benefits include a fair
base salary, government-mandated benefits,
and a provision for foreseeable needs of our
employees, including but not limited to medical
coverage for their families, calamity fund and
life and accident insurance.
All our regular employees are entitled to:
• Base Salary;
• Medical Coverage for Employees and their
spouses/children;
• Employees’ Annual Medical Check-Ups;
• Life and Accident Insurance;
• Annual Vacation Leave – 15 days;
• Annual Sick Leave – 15 days;
• Maternity Benefit;
• Salary Loans;
• Calamity Fund; and
• Flexible Working Arrangement
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Utilization of these benefits for the year 2019 has been summarized in the table below.
Employee benefits
List of Benefits

Y/N

% of female employees
who availed for the year

% of male employees who
availed for the year

SSS

Y

5.3%

0.7%

PhilHealth

Y

11.7%

8.6%

Pag-ibig (HDMF)

Y

2.1%

5.7%

Parental leaves

Y

6.4%

2.9%

Vacation leaves

Y

83.0%

71.4%

Sick leaves

Y

56.4%

44.3%

Medical benefits (aside from PhilHealth)

Y

30.0%

20.0%

Telecommuting

Y

5.3%

5.0%

Flexible-working Hours

Y

N/A

N/A

During the year, we also launched a once a
week work-from-anywhere (WFA) arrangement
for all qualified employees to decrease
operational costs and increase employees’
productivity by minimizing travel time. A total
of 464 hours were logged on WFA in 2019,
which resulted in 649 less commute hours
and a reduction in carbon emission by about
10.49 MgCO2. We plan to continue with
this arrangement on account of sustained
productivity and positive feedback we have
gathered from our employees. As a testament
to our efforts into taking care of our employees,
we have recorded a low attrition rate in 2019,
which is at 7.26%.
Employee Training and Development
Disclosure

Quantity

Units

Total training hours
provided to employees
a. Female employees

113

1,469 hours

b. Male employees

171

1,946 hours

Average training hours
provided to employees
a. Female employees

113

13.15 hours/
employee

b. Male employees

171

11.38 hours/
employee

fully engaged. In the area of development,
we have adopted a holistic approach for
professional development so both our staff
and management can envision and plan their
personal growth and career development
knowing that they are supported by the
organization. To give a sense on how we
integrate learning opportunities, the table above
shows our training and development data.
At a more detailed level, a total of 284
employees have undergone training on
business, leadership, technical, and behavioral
courses throughout the year. The average
training hours received by our female and male
employees are within the same range of 11
to 13 hours per employee, emphasizing our
commitment to providing gender equality in our
workforce.
Labor-Management Relations
Disclosure
% of employees covered
with Collective Bargaining
Agreements
Number of consultations
conducted with employees
concerning employeerelated policies

Across the company, our culture and practices
determine our approach to recruitment and
people management, ensuring that we have
access to the appropriate skill sets required
across the business and that our people are
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Quantity Units
None

%

None

#

None of our employees are covered by
Collective Bargaining Agreements. We ensure
that we maintain a working environment that is
conducive to open discussion and collaboration,
with the goal of enabling everyone to work
together towards better working conditions and
enhancing the organization’s overall productivity.
In 2019, we have no reported issues on labor
management relations, and we recorded a 91%
rating for employee engagement participation-a testament to our efforts in making our
employees feel that they can raise any concerns
that may affect their stay with us.
Workplace Conditions, Labor Standards, and
Human Rights
We consistently comply with all applicable
governmental regulations designed to protect
the overall well-being of our employees.
We provide health care services directed at
prevention of disease, protection from health
hazards, and maintenance of health. We
implement programs designed to promote
a culture of healthy lifestyle and disease
prevention and maintain a workplace that is
free from drug abuse. In addition, we regularly
provide learning sessions to increase the skills
of our employees in managing their personal
finances, mental health and even their spiritual
well-being. Our Policy and Data Relating to
Health, Safety, and Welfare of Employees
Including Company Sponsored Trainings
can be found here: https://www.ptt.com.ph/
policies/#health-safety-welfare
Occupational Health and Safety
Disclosure

Quantity and Units

Safe Man-Hours

53,760* Man-hours

No. of work-related injuries

None

No. of work-related fatalities

None

No. of work-related ill-health

None

No. of safety drills

1

*Since new management took over in August 2017

Labor Laws and Human Rights
Disclosure
No. of legal actions or employee
grievances involving forced or
child labor

Quantity
None

We follow both principles of fairness and
openness in all our employee-related process.
We do not use forced or compulsory labor, and
do not use child labor or employ people under
minimum employment age limit. We strictly
comply to government regulations on basic
human rights as provided under the Philippine
Constitution and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. We however recognize the need
to explicitly denounce forced labor and child
labor in our policies and are committed to enact
necessary revisions. We are actively coordinating
with several groups, agencies, and organizations
that focus on human/labor rights to further
shape our current policy and impose the rule of
law against forced and child labor.
Relationship with Community
While we have not made direct donations to
local communities, we believe we have created
positive impact to the social sector through the
connectivity and IT services that we provide to
our subscribers. As of end of 2019, we had over
1,800 customers, with more than 85% retailers.
Our affordable rates and customized services
have allowed us to realize our goal of connecting
communities and empowering Filipinos to
enrich their lives through digital service. Our
diverse client base is in itself a testament of
how we positively contribute to nation-building
through our digital services.
As we embark on a network transformation
plan, rollouts may have to be made in areas
where indigenous people reside. We plan to
consult these communities to promote healthy
collaboration, support them economically, and
build trust-based relationships. We also see an
opportunity to focus on our communication
and stakeholder engagement while ensuring
minimal to no collision with the surrounding
local community where projects/plans are to be
rolled-out. Beyond compliance, our commitment
to sustainability is realized through continuous
interactions with the affected stakeholders, most
importantly with local communities.
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Customer Management
Customer Satisfaction
Disclosure

Customer
satisfaction

Score

68%

Did a third-party
conduct the customer
satisfaction study (Y/N)?
N

Because the value we create for the wider
society is through our broadband internet
access services, it means that customer
satisfaction is both an economic and societal
goal for us. We treat our customers as the
direct constituents of the nation we are helping
build. Along with our employees, management
and suppliers, they are the immediate
community we need to protect and serve.
It is therefore imperative that we carry out
strict quality control to guarantee product
safety, information accuracy, customer privacy
and data security. These efforts have resulted

in zero substantiated complaints and will
hopefully pave the way towards increased
confidence towards our brand.
And on top of all, we have put in place a
dedicated Customer Retention (CRD) team
whose primary responsibility is to promptly
respond and address operational and technical
issues encountered by our customers. In 2019,
our customer satisfaction score was 68% and
the most common challenges reported by
our customers involved billing and payment
(for non-technical calls), reports on service
reliability (for technical calls), and follow-ups
on application and repair. We expect to see an
increase in this measure in 2020, owing to the
time and resources we have devoted to improve
our customers’ experience such as resolving
more technical issues upon first contact in
our hotline (remote issue resolution) that
reduces the need for a customer to wait for a
technician’s visit.

Our UN Sustainable Development Goals
Broadband. We provide connectivity
through broadband high-speed internet
access via fiber and wireless. We define our
value creation by promoting a culture of
responsible stewardship so we can empower
the public and private sector to advance the
Philippine economy’s progress and growth.

IT Services. We aspire to become a full suite
digital services provider. We enable corporate
and small and medium businesses to be
market relevant through our wide range of
offerings under Connectivity, Security and
Availability, and Information Technology
Solutions segments.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
REPORT
Philippine Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (PT&T or Company) is strongly committed
in observing the highest standards of corporate governance to serve the best interests of
all stakeholders. The Board of Directors, Management, employees, and shareholders of PT&T
believe that effective corporate governance is a necessary component of what constitutes sound
strategic business management. PT&T will continuously undertake every effort necessary to create
awareness of good corporate governance within the company and to sustain increased value for
its shareholders.
Maintaining this strong foundation of good governance becomes more essential as a guide to
PT&T’s attainment of its corporate goals as it grows both in its existing space and in the new
markets it enters. PT&T hereby declares its continuing commitment to its Vision, Mission, and
Corporate Values.
PT&T institutionalized the principles of good corporate governance practices and these can be
found in our Articles of Incorporation and By-laws. PT&T is in full compliance with the Code of
Corporate Governance, the rules of the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE), and regulations issued
and adopted by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Headed by the
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BOARD RISK
OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE

RELATED PARTY
TRANSACTIONS
COMMITTEE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Key Roles and Responsibilities
• Compliance with the principles of good
governance shall start with the Board of
Directors (Board). It shall be the Board’s
responsibility to foster the long-term
success of the Company and secure its
sustained competitiveness in the global
environment in a manner consistent
with its fiduciary responsibility which it
shall exercise in the best interest of the
Company, its stockholders, and other
stakeholders.
• To ensure good governance in the
Company, the Board should establish the
vision and mission, strategic objectives,
and key policies and procedures for the
management of the Company. The Board
shall likewise establish a mechanism for
monitoring and evaluating Management’s
performance.
• To the extent set forth above, the Board
shall orient all its activities towards three (3)
general guidelines:
• All actions taken by the Board are subject
to the principle of legal permissibility.
The Board must not violate any law,
rule or regulation, and the Company’s
constitutive documents.
• All actions taken by the Board are
subject to the principle of economic
usefulness. The Board should contribute
to increasing the value of the Company
in a sustainable manner.
• The Board should, when carrying out
its duties, be aware of its duty as the
governing body of a publicly-listed
company.
• The Board shall ensure the presence and
adequacy of internal control mechanisms
for good governance. The minimum
internal control mechanisms for the Board’s
oversight responsibility include, but shall
not be limited to:
• Ensuring the presence of organizational
and procedural controls, supported by
an effective management information
system and risk management reporting
system;

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Reviewing conflict-of-interest situations
and providing appropriate remedial
measures for the same;
Appointing a Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) with the appropriate ability,
integrity, experience, and defining the
duties and responsibilities of the CEO;
Reviewing proposed senior management
appointments;
Ensuring the selection, appointment and
retention of qualified and competent
management;
Reviewing the Company’s personnel and
human resources policies, compensation
plan, and the management succession
plan;
Institutionalizing the internal audit
function; and
Ensuring the presence of, and regularly
reviewing, the performance and quality
of external audit.

Composition
The Board shall be composed of nine (9)
members who are elected by the Company’s
stockholders and shall hold office for one year
and until their successors are elected and
qualified in accordance with the By-laws of the
Company. The Board shall have at least two
(2) Independent Directors or such number of
Independent Directors that constitutes twenty
percent (20%) of the number of the members
of the Board. The Independent Directors shall
be identified on the annual report.
The membership of the Board may be a
combination of executive and nonexecutive
directors (which include Independent
Directors) in order that no director or small
group of directors can dominate the decisionmaking process. As a board diversity policy,
no director or candidate for directorship shall
be discriminated upon by reason of gender,
age, disability, ethnicity, nationality, or political,
religious, or cultural backgrounds.
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QUALIFICATIONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS
OF DIRECTORS
In addition to the qualifications for membership
in the Board provided for in the Revised
Corporation Code, Securities Regulation Code,
and other relevant laws, the Director of PT&T
shall have the following qualifications:

•
•
•
•
•

Ownership of at least one (1) share of the
capital stock of the Company;
College education or equivalent academic
degree;
Practical understanding of the business
of the corporation and/or business
experience;
Membership in good standing in relevant
industry, business or professional
organizations; and
Possesses integrity, probity, and shall be
diligent and assiduous in the performance
of his functions.

Disqualifications of Directors
Any person convicted by a competent
judicial or administrative body of any
crime that (a) involves purchase or sale of
securities, e.g., propriety or non-proprietary
membership certificate, commodity futures,
contract, or interest in common trust fund,
preneed plan, pension plan or life plan;
(b) arises out of the person’s conduct as
an underwriter, broker, dealer, investment
adviser, principal distributor, mutual fund
dealer, futures commission merchant,
commodity trading advisor, or floor broker;
or (c) arises out of his fiduciary relationship
with a bank, quasi-bank, trust company,
investment house or as an affiliated person
of any of them;
• Any person who, by reason of misconduct,
after hearing, is permanently enjoined
by a final judgment or order of the
Commission or any court or administrative
body of competent jurisdiction from: (a)
acting as underwriter, broker, dealer,
:investment adviser, principal distributor,
mutual fund dealer, futures commission
merchant, commodity trading advisor, or

•

•

•

•

•

floor broker; (b) acting as director or officer
of a bank, quasi-bank, trust company,
investment house, or :investment
company; (c) engaging in or continuing any
conduct or practice :in any of the capacities
mentioned :in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b)
above, or willfully violating the laws that
govern securities and banking activities.;
The disqualification shall also apply if
such person is currently the subject of an
order of the Commission or any court or
administrative body denying, revoking or
suspending any registration, license or
permit issued to him under the Corporation
Code, Securities Regulation Code or any
other law administered by the Commission
or Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), or
under any rule or regulation issued by the
Commission or BSP, or has otherwise been
restrained to engage in any activity involving
securities and banking; or such person is
currently the subject of an effective order of
a self-regulatory organization suspending
or expelling him from membership
participation or association with a member
or participant of the organization;
Any person convicted by final judgment
or order by a court or competent
administrative body of an offense
involving moral turpitude, fraud,
embezzlement, theft, estafa, counterfeiting,
misappropriation, forgery, bribery, false
affirmation, perjury or other fraudulent
acts;
Any person who has been adjudged by
final judgment or order of the Commission,
court, or competent administrative
body to have willfully violated, or willfully
aided, abetted, counseled, induced or
procured the violation of any provision of
Corporation Code, Securities Regulation
Code or any other law administered by
the Commission or BSP, or any of its rule,
regulation or order;
Any person earlier elected as independent
director who becomes an officer, employee
or consultant of the same corporation;
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Any person judicially declared as insolvent;
Any person found guilty by final judgment
or order of a foreign court or equivalent
financial regulatory authority of acts, violations
or misconduct similar to any of the acts,
violations or misconduct listed in the foregoing
paragraphs above;
• Conviction by final judgment of an offense
punishable by imprisonment for more
than six (6) years, or a violation of the
Corporation Code committed within five
(5) years prior to the date of his election or
appointment.
• Any person engaged in any business which
competes with or is antagonistic to that
of the Corporation. Without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, a person shall
be deemed to be so engaged • If he is an officer, manager or controlling
person of, or the owner (either of record
or beneficially) of 10% or more of any
outstanding class of shares of any
corporation) other than one in which
the Corporation owns at least 30% of
the capital stock) engaged in a business
which the Board, or at least threefourths (3/4) vote, determines to be
competitive or antagonistic to that of the
Corporation; or
• If he is an officer, manager or controlling
person of, or the owner of any
outstanding class of shares of any other
corporation or entity engaged in any
line of business of the Corporation,
when in the judgment of the Board, by
at least three-fourths (3/4) vote, the
laws against combinations in restraint of
trade shall be violated by such person’s
membership in the Board of Directors; or
• If the Board, in exercise of its judgment
in good faith, determines by at least
three-fourths (3/4) votes that he is the
nominee of any person set forth in the
foregoing paragraphs.
In determining whether or not a person is a
controlling person, beneficial owner, or the
nominee of another, the Board may take into
account such factors as business and family
relations.

Temporary Disqualifications of Directors
In addition to the qualifications for membership
in the Board provided for in the Corporation
Code, Securities Regulation Code and other
relevant laws, the Director of PT&T shall have
the following qualifications:

•
•
•
•
•

Ownership of at least one (1) share of the
capital stock of the Company.
College education or equivalent academic
degree;
Practical understanding of the business
of the corporation and/or business
experience;
Membership in good standing in relevant
industry, business or professional
organizations; and
Possesses integrity, probity, and shall be
diligent and assiduous in the performance
of his functions.

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
FOR GOOD GOVERNANCE
a. Compliance with the principles of good
governance shall start with the Board of
Directors. It shall be the Board’s responsibility
to· foster the long-term success of the
Corporation and secure its sustained
competitiveness in the global environment
in a manner consistent with its fiduciary
responsibility, which it shall exercise in the
best interest of the Company, its stockholders
and other shareholders.
b. To ensure good governance of the
Corporation, the Board should establish the
vision and mission, strategic objectives and key
policies and procedures for the management
of the Corporation, as well as the mechanism
for monitoring and evaluating Management’s
performance.
c. To the extent set forth above, the Board of
Directors shall orient all its activities towards
three (3) general guidelines:
i. All actions taken by the Board are subject
to the principle of legal permissibility.
They must therefore not infringe on the
appropriate provisions of Philippine law and
the Corporation’s constitutive documents.
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ii. All actions taken by the Board are subject
to· the principle of economic usefulness.
They should accordingly contribute to
increasing the value of the Corporation in
a sustainable manner.
iii. The Board should, when carrying out
its duties, be aware of its duty as the
governing body of a publicly-listed
company.
d. The Board shall ensure the presence and
adequacy of internal control mechanisms
for good governance. The minimum
internal control mechanisms for the Board’s
oversight responsibility include, but shall not
be limited to:
i. Ensuring the presence of organizational
and procedural controls, supported by an
effective management information system
and risk management reporting system;
ii. Reviewing conflict-of-interest situations
and providing appropriate remedial
measures for the same;
iii. Appointing a CEO with the appropriate
ability, integrity, and experience to fill
the role; and defining the duties and
responsibilities of the CEO;
iv. Reviewing proposed senior management
appointments;

v. Ensuring the selection, appointment and
retention of qualified and competent
management; reviewing the Corporation’s
personnel and human resources policies,
compensation plan and the management
succession plan;
vi. Institutionalizing the internal audit
function;
vii. Ensuring the presence of, and regularly
reviewing, the performance and quality of
external audit.
BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board of Directors may create such
committees as it may deem necessary to
support it in the performance of its functions
and in accordance with the By-Laws of the
company and to aid in good governance.
The Board may delegate part of its rights
and responsibilities to any of its committees.
The committees shall be composed of
Board members specifically chosen for their
background and areas of expertise that will
allow them to adequately perform the functions
assigned to their committee. Membership of
the committees shall be reviewed annually,
subject to the approval of the Board.
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The Board of Directors is supported by seven
(7) committees, namely: the (i) Executive
Committee, (ii) Nomination Committee, (iii)
Audit Committee, (iv) Compensation and
Remuneration Committee, (v) Board Risk
Oversight Committee, (vi) Related Party
Transactions Committee, and (vii) Corporate
Governance Committee. These committees
are required to report to the Board a summary
of the actions taken on matters submitted to
them for consideration. Each committee shall
be guided by its own charter, to be approved
by the Board, and shall be supported by
the Office of the Corporate Secretary in the
performance of its functions.
The Board may establish such other
committees as may be deemed necessary for
the efficient and effective performance of its
functions.
Executive Committee
The Executive Committee shall be composed of
three (3) members consisting of the Chairman
of the Board of Directors, the President and
a Director to be jointly appointed by the
Chairman and the President. In the exercise of
its functions the Committee shall be assisted by
the Chief Financial Officer, Financial Controller,
General Manager for Fixed Broadband, General
Manager for IT Services and other officer as
may be deemed necessary by the Committee.
The Committee has the power to pass and act
upon all matters as the Board of Directors may
entrust to it for action in between meetings of
the Board of Directors except those actions
which, under the law, require the approval
of the Board of Directors as a whole and/or
shareholders.

Corporate Governance Committee
The Committee shall be composed of at least
three (3) members, majority of whom shall be
Independent Directors including the Chairman.
In the exercise of its functions the Committee
shall be assisted by the Corporate Secretary,
Investor Relations Manager and Corporate
Information Officer. One of its tasks is to
ensure compliance to corporate governance
principles and practices including legal and
regulatory compliance.
Audit Committee
The Audit Committee shall be composed
of such number of members as the Board
of Directors shall determine but shall in
no case be less than three (3) incumbent
members of the Board of Directors the
majority of which shall be Independent
Directors. An Independent Director shall
chair the Audit Committee. Each member of
the Committee shall, as far as practicable,
have an understanding of accounting and
auditing principles in general and of the
Company’s financial management systems. In
the exercise of its functions the Committee
shall be assisted by the Chief Financial Officer,
Financial Controller, Audit and Risk Officer,
and appropriate personnel from the Finance
Department. One of its tasks is to review the
financial statements and related disclosures
and reports certified by the Chief Financial
Officer and released to the public or submitted
to the Securities and Exchange Commission for
compliance with regulatory requirements.
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Related Party Transactions Committee
The Related Party Transactions Committee
shall be composed of such number of
members as the Board may designate but in
no case less than three (3) members, majority
of whom shall be Independent Directors.
An Independent Director shall chair the
Committee. The members of the Committee
shall, as far as practicable, have an adequate
working knowledge, experience or expertise
that is relevant to the Company’s operations
and financial management systems and
controls, and, in particular, an understanding of
the Company’s regulatory environment. In the
exercise of its functions the Committee shall be
assisted by the Chief Finance Officer, Financial
Controller, Head of the Legal Department and
representative from the Treasury. One of its
tasks is to support the Board of Directors in
the optimal performance of its responsibilities
in ensuring checks and balances in material
related party transactions.
Nomination Committee
The Nomination Committee shall be composed
of three (3) incumbent members of the Board
of Directors and one (1) of whom shall be
an Independent Director who shall chair the
Committee. The members of the Committee
shall designate a Vice-Chairman who shall
preside over the meetings of the Committee in
the absence of the Chairman. In the exercise of
its functions the Committee shall be assisted by
the Chief People and Culture Officer, Investor
Relations Manager, Corporate Information
Officer and other officer as may be deemed
necessary by the Committee. One of its tasks is
to screen and shortlist individuals nominated
for Directors to ensure that all of them has the
qualifications and none of the disqualifications
specified under the relevant and applicable
law, rule or regulation issued by appropriate
government agencies including those provided
in the Company’s By-Laws and Manual on
Corporate Governance.

Compensation and Remuneration
Committee
The Compensation and Remuneration
Committee shall be composed of such number
of members as the Board of Directors shall
designate but shall in no case be less than
three (3) incumbent members of the Board of
Directors. In the exercise of its functions the
Committee shall be assisted by the Chief People
and Culture Officer and Financial Controller.
One of its tasks is to establish a formal and
transparent procedure for developing a policy
on executive remuneration and for the fixing of
remuneration packages of Directors and officers
and provide oversight over remuneration of
officers and other key personnel ensuring that
compensation is consistent with the Company’s
culture, strategy and control environment.
Board Risk Oversight Committee
The Board Risk Oversight Committee shall
be composed of three (3) members, majority
of whom shall be Independent Directors.
An Independent Director shall chair the
Committee. In the exercise of its functions the
Committee shall be assisted by the Head of
the Legal Department, Corporate Secretary,
Financial Controller, Audit and Risk Officer,
Vice-President for Network Engineering and
Operations Management and other officer as
may be deemed necessary by the Committee.
One of its tasks is to develop a formal enterprise
risk management plan which contains the
following information: (i) registry of risks, (ii) welldefined risk management goals, objectives and
oversight, (iii) uniform processes of assessing
risks and developing strategies to manage
prioritized risks, (iv) designing and implementing
risk management strategies, and (v) continuing
assessments to improve risk management
strategies, processes and measures.
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ATTENDANCE, AND COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
During the year, the Board of Directors held six (6) Regular Board Meetings, one (1) Special Board
Meeting, and one (1) organizational meeting. The table below summarizes the record of attendance
of the directors at the meetings held in 2019.
Name of Director

Board Membership

Jan 11
(R)

Feb 8
(S)

Mar 27
(R)

May 6
(R)

Jun 28
(A/O)

Aug 16
(R)

Nov 15
(R)

Dec 20
(R)

Salvador B. Zamora II

Chairman

















James G. Velasquez

Director

















Miguel Marco A. Bitanga

Director

--

--

--

--









Salvador T. Zamora III

Director

















Renato B. Garcia*

Director









--

--

--

--

Serafin C. Ledesma, Jr.

Independent Director















--

Roberto B. Ortiz

Independent Director













Bienvenido S. Santos

Independent Director

--

--

--

--

--




*Renato B. Garcia served as Director until June 27, 2019
Legend: ( – present; (--) – absent; (R) – Regular Board Meeting; (S) – Special Board Meeting; (A/O) – Annual Stockholders’/Organizational Meeting

The table below summarizes the attendance of the Board of Directors during the June 28, 2019
Annual Stockholders’ Meeting and their memberships in the different Committees:
Name of Director
Attended
Committee Membership
Salvador B. Zamora II
Yes
Executive (Chairman)
James G. Velasquez
Yes
Executive
Nomination
Audit
Compensation and Remuneration
Risk Oversight
Corporate Governance
Miguel Marco A. Bitanga
Yes
Executive
Nomination
Salvador T. Zamora III
Yes
Compensation and Remuneration
Related Party Transactions
Serafin C. Ledesma, Jr.
Yes
Nomination
Audit
Related Party Transactions
Corporate Governance
Roberto B. Ortiz
Yes
Audit
Risk Oversight
Related Party Transactions
Bienvenido S. Santos
Yes
Compensation and Remuneration
Risk Oversight
Corporate Governance
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2019 Annual Stockholders’ Meeting, Makati City

BOARD MEETINGS AND QUORUM
REQUIREMENT
The Directors of the Board should attend
and actively participate in the regular and
special meetings in person or through
teleconferencing or videoconferencing or by
any other technological means allowed by the
SEC.
Independent Directors should always attend
Board meetings. Unless otherwise provided in
the by-laws, their absence shall not affect the
quorum requirement. However, the Board may,
to promote transparency, require the presence
of at least one Independent Director in all its
meetings.
The Board shall designate the days when it
shall meet, but it shall meet at least six (6) times
each calendar year.

MANAGEMENT
Management stands as the locus of decisionmaking for the day-to-day affairs of the
Company. It determines the Company’s
activities by putting the Company’s targets
in concrete terms and by formulating the
basic strategies for achieving these targets.
It also puts in place the infrastructure for
the Company’s success by establishing the
following mechanisms in the organization:
a. Purposeful legal and organizational
structures that work effectively and
efficiently in attaining the goals of the
Company;
b. Useful planning, control, and risk
management systems that assess risks on
an integrated cross-functional approach;
c. Information systems that are defined
and aligned with Information Technology
strategy and the business goals of the
Company;
d. A plan of succession that formalizes
the process of identifying, training and
selection of successors in key positions in
the Company.
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Management is primarily accountable to the
Board for the operations of the Company. As
part of its accountability, it is also obligated to
provide the Board with complete, adequate
information on the operations and affairs of
the Company in a timely manner.
THE CORPORATE SECRETARY
The Board is assisted in its duties by a
Corporate Secretary who is a separate
individual from the Compliance Officer of the
Company. The Corporate Secretary ensures
that the Board and the Management will follow
internal and external rules and regulations. He
facilitates clear communications and work fairly
and objectively with the Board, Management,
stockholders, and other stakeholders. He also
serves as an adviser to the Directors on their
responsibilities and obligations.
Considering his varied functions and
responsibilities, the Corporate Secretary must
possess organizational and interpersonal skills,
and the legal skills of a Chief Legal Officer. He
must also have some financial and accounting
knowledge. The Corporate Secretary shall have
the following functions:
a. Serve as an adviser to the Directors on
their responsibilities and obligations;
b. Keep the minutes of meetings of the
stockholders, the Board of Directors,
the Executive Committee, and all other
committees in a book or books kept for
that purpose, and shall furnish copies
thereof to the Chairman, the President
and other members of the Board as
appropriate;
c. Work fairly and objectively with the Board,
Management, stockholders and other
stakeholders;
d. Have charge of the stock certificate book
and such other books and papers as the
Board may direct;
e. Attend to the giving and serving of notices
of Board and shareholder meetings;

f. Be fully informed and be part of the
scheduling process of other activities of
the Board;
g. Prepare an annual schedule of Board
meetings and the regular agendas of
meetings, and put the Board on notice of
such agenda at every meeting;
h. Oversee the adequate flow of information
to the Board prior to meetings;
i. Ensure fulfillment of disclosure
requirements to the SEC and the PSE.
The Corporate Secretary shall have such other
responsibilities as the Board of Directors
may impose upon him. The Board shall have
separate and independent access to the
Corporate Secretary.
THE COMPLIANCE OFFICER
To ensure adherence to corporate principles
and best practices, the Board shall appoint a
Compliance Officer. The Compliance Officer
monitors compliance by the Company with the
Corporate Governance Manual (Manual) and
the rules and regulation of various regulatory
agencies.
THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OFFICE
The Corporate Governance Office is the
unit tasked to formulate and implement the
initiatives and policies on good corporate
governance. It shall continuously conduct
orientation to all the Company’s employees
and business partners on the Company’s
governance policies, particularly on matters
contained in the Manual and the Code of
Business Conduct and Ethics.
Among the mandates of the unit is the
continuous identification of gaps and
challenges on corporate governance
practices across the Company. This allows
the unit to propose improvements on the
Company’s policies based on international
corporate governance standards. The unit
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also provides timely updates to the Board
and the Management on the current and best
practices on corporate governance in the
industry and globally.
THE INTERNAL AUDIT
The Internal Audit conducts an independent,
objective assurance, and consulting activity
designed to add value and improve the
Company’s operations. The Internal Audit
shall perform its functions faithfully and
independently from the Management and
controlling shareholders. The Internal Audit
shall perform the following duties:
• The Internal Audit shall provide
independent and objective assurance
and advisory services to the Company
designed to add value and improve on the
Company’s operations. It shall perform its
auditing functions faithfully by maintaining
independence from the Management and
controlling shareholders;
• Provide the Board, Management, the
stockholders, and other stakeholders an
effective system of internal control that
will ensure the integrity of the financial
reports and protection of the assets
of the Company for the benefit of all
stockholders and other stakeholders. It
shall also provide reasonable assurance
that the Company’s key organizational
and procedural controls are effective,
appropriate, and complied with;
• The Internal Audit shall review, audit and
report on, among others, the effectiveness
of the system of organizational controls,
taking into account the nature and
complexity of the business and the
business culture, the volume, size and
complexity of transactions, the degree
of risk, the degree of centralization and
delegation of authority, the extent and
effectiveness of information technology,
and the extent of regulatory compliance;
• The Internal Audit shall be headed by
a qualified Internal Audit Group Head
appointed by the Board of Directors
and shall preferably be a Certified Public

•

Accountant and/ or a Certified Internal
Auditor. The Internal Audit Head shall
report to the Audit Committee of the
Board of Directors.
The Internal Audit shall monitor and
evaluate the Company’s governance
processes.

THE INDEPENDENT EXTERNAL AUDITOR
AND ITS REMUNERATION
The Board, through the Audit Committee,
shall recommend to the stockholders a
duly accredited external auditor who shall
undertake an independent audit and shall
provide an objective assurance on the way in
which the financial statements shall have been
prepared and presented. The External Auditor
shall:
• Perform fair audits independently from the
Company, its management and controlling
shareholders, so that shareholders and
other users may maintain confidence in
the Company’s accounting information;
• Check whether any fact conflicts with the
audit results in the information disclosed
regularly with the audited financial
statements, and demand correction, if
necessary;
• Attend the annual stockholders meeting
and answer any questions on audit reports
and on themselves, their work and their
remuneration;
• Perform such other functions as may be
approved by the Board in its engagement
of the auditor provided, however, that
non-audit work shall not conflict with
the functions of the auditor as external
auditor.
The reason/s for the resignation, dismissal or
cessation from service and the date thereof
of an external auditor shall be reported in
the Company’s annual and current reports.
Said report shall include a discussion of
any disagreement with said former external
auditor on any matter of accounting principles
or practices, financial statement disclosure
or auditing scope or procedure, which if not
resolved to the satisfaction of the former
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auditor, would have caused making reference
to the subject matter of the disagreement in
connection with its report.
If an external auditor believes that the
statements made in an annual report,
information statement or proxy statement
filed during his engagement is incorrect or
incomplete, he shall also present his views in
said reports.
External Audit Fees

Audit and Audit-Related
Fees of the Company
CY2019

CY2018

Expenses

P990,000

P1,842,250

VAT

P118,800

P221,070

P1,108,800

P2,063,320

TOTAL

CODE OF BUSINESS CONDUCT AND ETHICS
The Company’s Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics aims to promote a higher standard of
quality and business integrity to support the
company’s business principles and nine core
values which are Commitment to Excellence,
Customer-Centricity, Collaboration, Honor,
Agility, Accountability, Innovation, Nation,
and Stakeholder Value. It embodies this
unwavering commitment, and sets forth
policies and guidelines on the following:
1. Compliance and Regulatory Issues
The Company shall strictly adhere and
comply with all laws, rules and regulations
especially those which are enacted for
the purpose of regulating the Company’s
business and operations. The Company
recognizes the importance of this policy
being a publicly listed company whose
operations and services are imbued with
public interest.
Internally, the Company shall impose rules
and regulations that would ensure that
the Directors, officers and employees shall
adhere to all applicable laws, rules and
regulation and to faithfully comply the policies
of the Company which are intended to
achieve such goal.

2. Relationship and Fair Dealing
The Company shall provide adequate, reliable
and efficient service at reasonable cost to
all customers. The Company shall always be
mindful that it is a grantee of a legislative
franchise that is tasked, first and foremost, to
provide a basic service to the public.
The Company shall treat its employees fairly
and will not tolerate acts of discrimination on
account of gender, religion, age, nationality,
family status or other reasons prohibited by
law. The hiring, compensation, promotion
and other personnel development within
the Company shall be strictly based on
qualification and performance.
The Company shall promote a culture that
would develop harmonious relationship
between different departments and among its
employees based on mutual understanding,
trust and respect.
The Company shall treat everyone with
respect. In all its transactions and dealings
with its customers, business partners,
suppliers and employees, the Company shall
always be guided by the principle of good
faith and professionalism.
3. Conflict of Interest
As a policy, the Company shall ensure that its
Directors, officers and employees shall always
act in the best interest of the Company and
avoid activities or dealings which could impair
their ability to uphold the best interest of the
Company.
There is a conflict of interest when: (i) the
private interest of a Director, officer or
employee interferes or appears to interfere
with the interests of the Company; of (ii) a
Director, officer or employee takes actions or
has interests that would make it difficult to
perform his or her work with the Company
objectively and effectively.
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The possible cause of conflict of interest shall
include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Corporate Opportunity – this pertains
to the use of Company’s properties,
information, influence or position for
personal gain;
• Relationships – this refers to situations
where the judgment or act of a Director,
officer or employee is motivated by
personal relationships and considerations
to the detriment of the interests of the
Company;
• Gifts – Directors, officers and employees
of the Company are absolutely prohibited
from receiving any gift, directly or
indirectly, that was given by reason
of their position in the Company or
in consideration of any act or favor to
benefit a specific person, firm or entity.
The term “gift” shall be understood as
a right or anything of value like cash,
reward, commission, offers to travel and
other form of benefits;
• Outside Investments – the Directors,
officers and employees are advised to
refrain, if possible, from making any
investments in another company or
organization whose businesses are in
direct competition with the Company.
Should the said investment not be
avoided, the Director, officer or employee
concerned shall not participate in any
activity or decision-making process
involving another person, company,
firm or organization in which he or she
has personal relationship or substantial
financial interest;
• Outside Employment – the Executive
Directors, officers and employees owe
the Company their utmost loyalty and
they are absolutely prohibited from
accepting any other form of employment
from another company. The NonExecutive Directors may be elected
a s director of another company or
may accept employment form other
companies provided that the said

companies are not engaged in activities
or businesses that directly or indirectly
competes with the business of the
Company.
4. Confidentiality
The Company shall enact policies that are
intended to protect its proprietary and
confidential information and to ensure that
the said policies are strictly adhered to by
the Directors, officers and employees of the
Company.
The employees recognize the importance
of maintaining the confidentiality of all the
Company’s proprietary information and the
employees categorically agree to prevent loss,
misuse, theft, fraud and improper access of
such confidential and proprietary information.
The employees undertake not to tolerate acts
of the Directors, officers and employees which
violates this policy.
The employees further undertake to report
to the concerned or appropriate officers any
unauthorized use, disclosure or loss of any of
the Company’s confidential and proprietary
information.
5. Risk Management
The Company recognizes that risks are
inherent in every business or commercial
undertaking. Given the interest of the
public on the services that the Company
provides and its duties and responsibilities
to its shareholders and investors, there is an
imperative need for the Company to prevent
and minimize the risks in every transaction or
business venture that it will be engaging in to.
The Company shall recognize, track, monitor,
assess and manage every form of risk in
its operations and business dealings. The
employees shall strictly adhere in every policy
that the Company shall enforce which are
intended to recognize, anticipate, monitor and
address the risks in its operations.
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6. Shareholder and Investor Relations
The Company shall, at all times, respect
and protect the rights and interests of its
shareholders and investors. In all its business
dealings and transactions, the Company shall
be mindful of the shareholders and investors
right of a fair return of their investment. The
Company or any of its Directors, officers or
employees shall not act or omit to perform
any act that would tend to put at risk and
jeopardize the value of investments made in
the Company.
The Company shall recognize the right of
every shareholder to inspect the Company’s
books and records in accordance with the
law. The Company shall refrain from doing
acts which tends directly or indirectly deny
such right of the shareholder except in cases
allowed by law.
To ensure transparency in the Company’s
true financial condition, the Company
shall engage the services of a reputable
independent auditor who will audit and
prepare the Company’s financial statements.
7. Corporate Social Responsibility
The Company shall initiate or support socioeconomic programs and activities that will
help promote and improve the lives of the
Filipinos.
The Company shall ensure that it will be
conducting its operations in a safe manner
not only to protect the lives and welfare of its
employees but more importantly, to ensure
that the public will not be harmed and
affected in any of the Company’s activities.
Copies of the Company’s Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics have been distributed
to all directors, officers, and employees to
inform them of the mandates and policies of
the company as they are required to adhere
to it. Any director, officer, or employee
who do not comply with the provisions of

the Company’s Code of Business Conduct
and Ethics shall be subject to a range of
disciplinary actions, up to and including
dismissal, without prejudice to any civil or
criminal proceedings that the company or
appropriate regulators may file for violation
of existing laws. In addition, violations of
these guidelines could result in criminal
penalties and/or civil liabilities.
SUSTAINABILITY
The Company should recognize and place an
importance on the interdependence between
business and society, and promote a mutually
beneficial relationship that allows the Company
to grow its business, while contributing to the
advancement of the society where it operates.
COMPANY WEBSITE
In the pursuit of the PT&T’s drive to
continuously improve awareness of best
practices in the conduct of its business and
operations especially in corporate governance
across the organization, including dealings
with its business partners and customers,
the company constantly updates its website,
www.ptt.com.ph, with a section dedicated to
corporate governance and investor relations.
The Corporate Governance section of the
website contains all disclosures made by PT&T
to the PSE and SEC, as well as its Manual,
the Code, the Charters of the Board and its
Committees, the Policies and other matters and
information of relevance to all stakeholders.
PT&T discloses its corporate governance
practices, corporate events calendar, and other
material information on its website in a timely
manner.
The Investor Relations section houses all
information that may be required by the
investors, shareholders, and stakeholders.
The site has been enhanced to be user-friendly
and is accessible to the public at all times.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Salvador B. Zamora II
Chairman of the Board
Mr. Salvador "Buddy" Zamora II has been the
Chairman of PT&T since August of 2017. He
is a renowned industry player throughout the
country. He is also the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of Tranzen Group Inc., a wholly
owned Filipino holding company engaged in
renewable energy generation, agro industries,
and resort development.
He carved a name for himself in the Philippine
mining industry in the 1970's by establishing
Nickel Asia Corporation, the largest lateritic
nickel ore producer in the Philippines and
one of the largest in the world. He was the
former President of Nickel Asia Corporation's
operational sites: Hinatuan Mining Corporation,
Taganito Mining Corporation and Cagdianao
Mining Corporation. He served as the President
and Chief Executive Officer of Nickel Asia
Corporation from 2006 to 2009.
Buddy formed Tranzen Group Inc. in 2008
with a vision to become a leading diversified
conglomerate in the country. Tranzen Group
along with Carbon Assets Fund of Cayman
Island built the Philippines' first methane
production plant in Rizal. Also in Tranzen
Group's pipeline are significant projects in
hydro power generation and mining interest in
Dinagat Island.
He is also the Chairman of Philippine Phosphate
Fertilizer Corporation, Bacavalley Energy,
Inc., One Pacstar Realty Corporation, Two
Pactstar Realty Corporation, Agusan Power
Corporation, Philphos Trading Inc., Lear
Aero Ltd., Inc., Libjo Mining Corporation, and
Lake Mainit Hydro Holdings Corporation.
Buddy graduated from Ateneo de Manila
University in the Philippines and received his
Master’s Degree in Business Administration
from New York University in the USA.
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James G. Velasquez
Director
Mr. Velasquez has been a Director of PT&T
since March of 2018 and has served as
its President since June of the same year.
Mr. Velasquez was a Senior Executive for
IBM Global Technology Services - Asia Pacific,
with 30 years experience in running several
business units in the Philippines, ASEAN and
in Asia Pacific, focusing on P&L, IT Business
Management, Operations, IT Infrastructure
Management, and Regional Sales. He was
previously the President and Country General
Manager of IBM Philippines where he was
responsible for the overall IBM business
operations and led the company to both
domestic and global delivery growth.
He previously served as Chairman of IBM
Philippines and associated IBM subsidiaries,
Board of Trustees of the PBSP, Board Member
of the Management Association of the
Philippines, Director of Asia Pacific College,
and Board Trustees of UST Engineering
Alumni Association. He is currently a board
member of the Disaster Recovery Institute of
the Philippines.
He was a recipient of the following recognitions:
UST Engineering Centennial Award for Industry
Leadership, UST’s The Outstanding Alumni
Award for Business Management, and Letran
Alumni Award for Industry. He also received
the CEO EXCel Awards in 2011 in addition to
garnering various recognitions for IBM in the
Philippines in the areas of Corporate Social
Responsibility, Marketing Excellence, HR, and ICT.

Miguel Marco A. Bitanga
Director
Mr. Bitanga was a Director of PT&T from
August of 2017 to September of 2018
and from June of 2019 to the present. He
previously held the following positions:
Managing Director of Benisons Shopping
Center, Corporate Information Officer
of MRC Allied, Inc. and Business Director
of Flux Design Labs. He also sat on the
Junior Advisory Board of Mano Amiga
Academy, a non-profit organization that
provides free education to children in
need and employment to their mothers.
Mr. Bitanga graduated Cum Laude from
Ateneo de Manila University with a Bachelor
of Arts Degree in Interdisciplinary Studies.
He received a Master’s Degree in Business
Administration from IESE Business School in
Barcelona, Spain.
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Salvador T. Zamora III
Director
Mr. Zamora III has been a Director of PT&T
since August of 2017. He is also currently
connected with the following Corporations
either as Director, Treasurer, or Corporate
Secretary: Libjo Mining Corporation, lsarog
Renewable Energy Corporation, SkytacticAero
Philippines, Inc., Bacavalley Energy, Inc., La
Costa Development Corporation, Inc., Lear
Aero Ltd., Inc., Philippine Phosphate Fertilizer
Corporation, Tranzen Group, Inc., and 5G
Security Inc. He received his Bachelor of Arts
Degree in Music Business from University
of New Haven (Connecticut) and MM Music
Technology from New York University.

Serafin C. Ledesma, Jr.
Independent Director
Mr. Ledesma has served as an Independent
Director of PT&T since July of 2018. He is from
Davao City. He was a former Station Manager,
News Director, and Program Director of
various radio stations and news agencies in
Mindanao. He was also a Branch Manager of
Telefast Communications from 1976-1978.
He served as Area Manager of Philippine
Telegraph and Telephone Corporation from
1978-1982 and later on, the company’s VicePresident for Mindanao from 1982-2001.
From 1986-2001, he was a Co-Chairman
of the Technical Working Group for the
Interconnection of Telecommunications
Network in Mindanao. He also served as a
Director of Davao City Water District from
2014-2016 and is currently a columnist
and opinion writer of Sun Star Davao and
Philippine News Agency, respectively.
Mr. Ledesma is likewise active with various
civic organizations. He is the former President
of the following organizations: Davao
Integrated Press Club (1974-1977), Media
Dabaw (1978-1980), and Rotary Club of Davao
(1997-1998).
Mr. Ledesma received his Bachelor of Science
Degree in Natural Science from the Mindanao
Colleges (now University of Mindanao).
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Roberto B. Ortiz
Independent Director
Mr. Ortiz has served as an Independent
Director of PT&T since July of 2018. Prior to
this, he worked for Price Waterhouse (now
Price Waterhouse Coopers) from 1987-1994.
He was the former Vice-President for Finance
of Consolidated Industrial Gases Inc. from
1994-2003. Mr. Ortiz was also the Chief
Finance Officer of All Asian Countertrade Inc.
and its subsidiaries: Sweet Crystals Integrated
Sugar Mill Corporation and Basecom Inc.
from 2003-2009. He has also been serving as
Director and Chief Financial Officer of Total
Nutrition Corporation since 2010.
Mr. Ortiz received his Bachelor of Science
Degree in Management Engineering from
Ateneo de Manila University.

Bienvenido S. Santos
Independent Director
Mr. Santos has been an Independent
Director of PT&T since June of 2019. He is the
Chairman of several corporations including,
BC Net, Asian Carmakers Corporation,
GND Holdings, and Beebeelee. He is also
the Vice-Chairman of Sta. Rosa Motor
Works, Inc., Eurobrands Distributor Inc.,
Columbian Motors Corporation, Columbian
Manufacturing Corporation, and Subic Air,
Inc. He is also a Director and President of
several other Corporations operating different
businesses in the Philippines.
Mr. Santos received his Bachelor of Science
Degree in Management Engineering from
Ateneo de Manila University.
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MIGUEL MARCO A. BITANGA

JAMES G. VELASQUEZ

ANGELO MIGUEL R. ISIP

CONCEPCION D.S. ROXAS
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JEFFREY E. JULIAN

PATRICK VINCENT G. PEÑA

JUANITA C. RIMANDO

ELLA MAE D. ORTEGA

KENNETH JOEY H. MACEREN
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MANAGEMENT
James G. Velasquez
President and Chief Executive Officer

Angelo Miguel R. Isip
Chief Finance Officer

Mr. Velasquez has been a Director of PT&T
since March of 2018 and has served as
its President since June of the same year.
Mr. Velasquez was a Senior Executive for IBM
Global Technology Services - Asia Pacific, with
30 years experience in running several business
units in the Philippines, ASEAN and in Asia Pacific,
focusing on P&L, IT Business Management,
Operations, IT Infrastructure Management, and
Regional Sales. He was previously the President
and Country General Manager of IBM Philippines
where he was responsible for the overall IBM
business operations and led the company to both
domestic and global delivery growth.

Mr. Isip joined PT&T in 2018 as the Financial
Controller. He has extensive experience in financial
planning and analysis, financial reporting and
analytics, strategic planning, corporate governance,
and financial risk management.

He previously served as Chairman of IBM
Philippines and associated IBM subsidiaries,
Board of Trustees of the PBSP, Board Member of
the Management Association of the Philippines,
Director of Asia Pacific College, and Board Trustees
of UST Engineering Alumni Association. He is
currently a board member of the Disaster Recovery
Institute of the Philippines.
He was a recipient of the following recognitions:
UST Engineering Centennial Award for Industry
Leadership, UST’s The Outstanding Alumni
Award for Business Management, and Letran
Alumni Award for Industry. He also received the
CEO EXCel Awards in 2011 in addition to garnering
various recognitions for IBM in the Philippines
in the areas of Corporate Social Responsibility,
Marketing Excellence, HR, and ICT.
Miguel Marco A. Bitanga
Chief Operating Officer and Treasurer
Mr. Bitanga was a Director of PT&T from August
of 2017 to September of 2018 and from June
of 2019 to the present. He previously held the
following positions: Managing Director of Benisons
Shopping Center, Corporate Information Officer
of MRC Allied, Inc. and Business Director of Flux
Design Labs. He also sat on the Junior Advisory
Board of Mano Amiga Academy, a non-profit
organization that provides free education to
children in need and employment to their mothers.
Mr. Bitanga graduated Cum Laude from Ateneo de
Manila University with a Bachelor of Arts Degree
in Interdisciplinary Studies. He received a Master’s
Degree in Business Administration from IESE
Business School in Barcelona, Spain.

Prior to joining PT&T, Mr. Isip served as a Finance
Business Partner for the Lending Business of Globe
Fintech Innovations, Inc. (Mynt); he was promoted
shortly after to the position of Financial Controller.
He also served as a Senior Financial Services Risk
Advisory Associate in SGV & Co./EY Philippines.
He graduated Cum Laude from University of the
Philippines with a Bachelor of Science Degree in
Business Administration and Accountancy. He is a
licensed Certified Public Accountant.
Concepcion D.S. Roxas
Chief People and Culture Officer
Ms. Roxas is an experienced human resource
practitioner. She was employed by companies
in various capacities in the field of human
resources: Supervisor, Manager, Recruitment
Manager, Senior Manager, Consultant, Senior
Consultant, and HR Director.
In the field of telecommunications, she worked
for Smart Communications, Inc. from 19942005 where she held the following positions:
Recruitment Consultant, Recruitment Manager,
and Senior Manager. After leaving in 2005, she
returned to Smart Communications, Inc. in 2015
as its Senior HR Consultant for Organizational
Development. Before joining PT&T, Ms. Roxas was
the HR Director of Conduit Global.
She is a graduate of University of Santo Tomas
where she received her Bachelor of Science
Degree in Psychology.
Patrick Vincent G. Peña
General Manager, Fixed Broadband
Mr. Peña’s experience in the telecommunications
industry started in 1996 when he worked for Smart
Communications, Inc. His work focused primarily on
sales and marketing.
From 2000-2006, he was the Vice President for
Sales and Marketing for Meridian Telekoms Inc.,
spending the last two years from 2004-2006
establishing Meridian’s Broadband Wireless Product
for the PLDT Group.
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In 2007 he was named as the Vice President
and later, the Senior Vice President for Postpaid,
Broadband, New Business, and Marketing Services
of Digitel Mobile Phils., Inc. (Sun Cellular).
Mr. Peña received his Bachelor of Science Degree
in Industrial Engineering from University of the
Philippines - Diliman.
Ella Mae D. Ortega
General Manager, IT Services
Ms. Ortega is a Senior Executive with over 22
years of leadership experience in multinational
businesses in the Information Technology and
Services Industry. She started her career in IBM
Philippines and developed her career as a Sales
Professional and eventually a Sales Manager for
14 years. She gained her experience, knowledge,
and skills in sales management, route to market
management, customer relationship management,
marketing, business, and sales operations by
running several business units in the Philippines
and in the ASEAN. Her last position in IBM
Philippines was Territory Manager for Large
Enterprise Accounts managing client relationships
across the banking, manufacturing, insurance, and
retail and distribution industry.
After her 14-year career in IBM Philippines,she
served as the Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for Fritz & Macziol Asia, Inc. which is an
IT Systems Integrator based in Germany. She led
a team of client executives, solution architects,
sales operations, and marketing associates. Prior
to joining PT&T, she also served as the Country
Manager for Teradata Philippines from 2014-2018.
Ms. Ortega graduated Cum Laude with a Bachelor ‘s
Degree in Business Administration at University of
the Philippines - Diliman.
Jeffrey E. Julian
Vice President, Network Engineering and
Operations
Mr. Julian has 21 years of experience in
telecommunications industry having worked in
various capacities in different telecommunications
companies in the Philippines and abroad.
His prior experience includes stints as Senior
Project Manager, Senior Consultant, Project
Director, and National Project Head in various
telecommunications projects with Nextel, Sun
Cellular, Huawei, Ericsson, and Fiber Home.

Juanita C. Rimando
Vice President, Carrier and Wholesale Business
Ms. Rimando has 29 years of sales and executive
work experience in the field of information and
communications technology. Before joining PT&T,
she was the Vice President for Business and
Operations in Source Telecoms. She also worked at
Wificity as Vice President for Business Development;
Comclark Network & Technology Corporation as
Division Head for Sales; Bayan Telecommunications,
Inc. where she held various sales positions, where
last of which was Head for Corporate Key Accounts
and in Eastern Telecommunications, Inc.
She was formerly a Board of Director of Philippine
Electronics and Telecommunications Federation
(PETEF) and is currently a member of the
Board of Director of Philippine Information and
Communications Technology Organization (PICTO).
She is a graduate of Polytechnic University of the
Philippines where she completed a Bachelor in
Office Administration degree. She also completed a
Six Sigma Greenbelt Course in Motorola University
in Malaysia and Master’s Degree in Development
Management in Asian Institute of Management in
Makati.
Kenneth Joey H. Maceren
Corporate Secretary
Mr. Maceren is a lawyer with litigation and
corporate practice. For his litigation practice,
he handles criminal, civil, and labor cases. His
corporate practice includes incorporation,
business organization restructuring, and corporate
housekeeping. Before joining PT&T, he previously
worked for two publicly-listed companies as Legal
Counsel of Megawide Construction Corporation
and Legal Counsel and Corporate Secretary
of MRC Allied, Inc. He also worked in a Makatibased law firm immediately after passing the Bar
Examinations.
He graduated from San Beda University with a
College of Law Degree and was admitted to the
Philippine Bar in 2007.

Mr. Julian received his Bachelor of Science Degree in
Electronics and Communications Engineering from
University of Santo Tomas.
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GRI CONTENT INDEX GRI 102-55
In Accordance – Core Option

GENERAL DISCLOSURES
Indicator and Disclosure

Disclosure

Page Numbers and/or direct answers

GRI 102-1

Name of Organization

Philippine Telegraph and Telephone Corp.

GRI 102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

22-31

GRI 102-3

Location of headquarters

Back cover

GRI 102-4

Location of operations

4-5

GRI 102-5

Ownership and Legal form

99

GRI 102-6

Markets served

22-31

GRI 102-7

Scale of the organization

2-3, 22-31, 43-44, 48

GRI 102-8

Information on employees and other workers

48-50

GRI 102-9

Supply chain

GRI 102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its
supply chain

This is the company’s first published Annual
and Sustainability Report.

GRI 102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

45

GRI 102-12

External initiatives

PT&T adheres to all Philippine laws, rules and
regulations as well as the laws in all other
countries where the company operates.

GRI 102-13

Membership of associations

The Company is not a member of
any associations.

GRI 102-14

Statement from senior decision maker

8-19

GRI 102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

22-31, 45

Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behavior

Inside front cover

GRI 102-18

Governance structure

54

GRI 102-19

Delegating authority

55-57

GRI 102-25

Conflicts of interest

65-66

GRI 102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

49

GRI 102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

40, 42

GRI 102-46

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

40

GRI 102-47

List of material topics

40

GRI 102-48

Restatements of information

This is the company’s first published Annual
and Sustainability Report.

GRI 102-49

Changes in reporting

This is the company’s first published Annual
and Sustainability Report.

GRI 102-50

Reporting period

This report covers the period of January 2019
to December 2019.

GRI 102-51

Publication date of most recent report

This is the company’s first published Annual
and Sustainability Report.

GRI 102-52

Reporting cycle

Annual

GRI 102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Jhonna Cañeja
Investor Relations Manager
investors@ptt.com.ph

GRI 102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
Standards

This report has been prepared in accordance
with the GRI standards: core option

GRI 102-55

GRI content index

76-77

GRI 102-56

External assurance

The Company did not subscribe to external
assurance except for its financial statements.

Organization Profile

44

Strategy

Ethics and Integrity
GRI 102-16
Governance

Stakeholder Engagement

Reporting practice
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ECONOMIC
Indicator and Disclosure

Disclosure

Page Numbers and/or direct answers

GRI 201: ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE

Management Approach

12-19

GRI 201-1

Direct Economic Value Generated & Distributed

3

GRI 201-4

Financial assistance received from the government

PT&T has not received any financial
assistance or subsidy from the government
for the current year.

GRI 203: INDIRECT
ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Management Approach

12-19

GRI 203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

51
All engagements are commercial and neither
pro bono nor in kind.

GRI 204: PROCUREMENT
PRACTICES

Management Approach

44

GRI 204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

44

GRI 205: ANTICORRUPTION

Management Approach

43-44

GRI 205-2

Communication & training about anti-corruption
policies & procedures

43-44

Indicator and Disclosure

Disclosure

Page Numbers and/or direct answers

GRI 301: MATERIALS

Management Approach

47

GRI 301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

47

GRI 302: ENERGY

Management Approach

46

GRI 302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

46

GRI 302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

46

GRI 303: WATER

Management Approach

46

GRI 305: EMISSIONS

Management Approach

47

GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND
WAIST

Management Approach

47

GRI 307: ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCE

Management Approach

47

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL
Indicator and Disclosure

Disclosure

Page Numbers and/or direct answers

GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT

Management Approach

48-50

GRI 401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

2, 48

GRI 403: OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH AND SAFETY

Management Approach

50

GRI 403-2

Types of Injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism and number
of work-related fatalities

50

GRI 404: TRAINING AND
EDUCATION

Management Approach

48-49

GRI 404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

2, 49

GRI 405: DIVERSITY AND
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Management Approach

2, 48

GRI 405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

2, 48

GRI 406: NON
DISCRIMINATION

Management Approach

42, 48, 65

Indicator and Disclosure

Disclosure

Page Numbers and/or direct answers

GRI 103: MANAGEMENT
APPROACH

Management Approach

54, 57-58

GRI 103-2

The management approach and its components

44

GRI 205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures

44

GOVERNANCE
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
Scan the QR code to know more about
PT&T’s Financial Performance in 2019.
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CORPORATE
INFORMATION
Headquarters
Spirit of Communications Centre,
106 Carlos Palanca St., Legaspi Village,
Makati City, Metro Manila, 1229 Philippines
www.ptt.com.ph

Customer Service
Tel.:
(+632) 8726 8888
Facebook: www.facebook.com/PTTFiberInternet
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/PTTInternet
LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/pttfiberinternet
Broadband Internet Inquiries:
IT Services Inquiries:		

inquiries@ptt.com.ph
its@ptt.com.ph

Other Inquiries
For inquiries or concerns from analysts, institutional investors, the
financial community, and the general public, please contact:
investors@ptt.com.ph
For career opportunities and latest job openings, please contact:
careers@ptt.com.ph
Shareholder Services and Assistance
For inquiries regarding dividend payments, change of address and
account status, lost or damaged stock certificates, please contact:
Professional Stock Transfer, Inc.
10th Floor, Telecom Plaza 1200,
316 Sen. Gil J. Puyat Ave., Makati City, 1226 Philippines
info@professionalstocktransfer.com
Email:
Tel.:
(+632) 8687 4053
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